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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to iii\Tstigate the dynamies of two kinds of swept
soiiree lasers for oi)tieal eoherenee tomogra])hy. A mathematical model con
sisting of a i)air of coupled delay differential e'(|nations was adapted to study
Fonriei’ Domain Mode-Locked (FDML) lasers and short cavity swept source
lasers, and to explain experimental observations of these lasc'rs.
The short cavity laser is e’‘X])erinientally ol)served to ])rodnce })nlses (hiring
th(' frixpiency swcx']). This ‘sliding frcHpiency modi'-locking’ behaviour is rejirodiiced by simnlation, which is th('n us(h1 to establish simple relationships
between the key jiarameters of swe(']) s])eed, linewidth and ontimt ])ower.
The FDML laser (exhibits a sw(^e]) diix^ction asymmetry in both exjierinient and simnlation. This asymmetry also occurs during very slow filter
timing. The similarity betw(Hm these regimes is established through the
model. The instabilities of continnons wave (CW) solutions are calculated in
the case of slow hlter timing and used to explain the FDML swe^ej) asymme
try. A method for siimilating only a small part of each long FDML frequency
sweej) was develoiied. These simulations were used to rejirodnce experimen
tal oliservations of convective solitons at the transition from C\\^ to chaotic
dvnamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Medical Imaging

()])tical Coherence' ToiiiogTa])liy (OCT) is a technology for three (liniensional
iinaging of biological tissue using interferometry of infra-red light, based on
baekrelieetion and baekseattering of light from within the tissue. To nnderstand the nsefnlness of OCT, it mnst be ])laeed in the context of medical
imaging in general. Medical imaging refers to a range of teehnologics for
measuring and visually representing strnetnres inside the body. The pnr])oses of medical imaging inclnde diagnosis of illness and medical or biological
resc'areh. The earliest form of non-invasive imaging was x-ray radiogTai)hy,
which was invented in 1895 by Wilhelm Rbntgen. The body })art to be im
aged was placed between an x-ray tube, ideally i)roviding a point source of
x-rays, and a photogra})hic plate, creating a two dimensional projection of
the interior of the body part based on its x-ray oj^acity. High density tis
sue sncli as bone shows nj) clearly. Soft tissue is more difficult to image,
dne to its high x-ray transparency. Soft tissue, such as blood vessels, can
be imaged using x-rays Iw injecting radio-opaqne contrast media. X-rays
})enetrate the body well and so can be used to image any body part. Mod
ern jn'ojectional radiography, as it is known, uses digitizing image detectors.
Another imaging technique based on x-rays is x-ray Computed Tomography
(CT). or Computed Axial Tomography (CAT). A CT scan is i)erfornied by
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rotating an x-ray source and detector aronnd the body and taking many one
dimensional images through the body from different angles in the same plane.
A two dimensional cross section is computed from these. Many such cross
sections can be combined to form a three dimensional image. Tomography
in general refers to such a proc'ess of imaging by sections.

Figure 1.1: The hrst x-ray image by Williehn Rontgen of the hand of his wife
Anna Bertha Ludwig, from [82] (a), an x-ray image of the author as a child
(b). and an MRI of the head of a one day old baby, from [20] (c).
X-rays are a form of ionizing radiation so there is a limit to the mnnber of
x-ray images which can safely be made of any individnal. CT delivers a higlier
radiation dose due to the large niimber of exposures recpiired, conii)ared with
the single exjrosure of projective radiography. Other forms of medical imaging
based on ionizing radiation are Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and
11
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Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT). These are both
])ased on introdnetion of a radioaetive agent to the tissue being imaged and
deteetion of the resnlting radiation.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is based on the orientation of i)rotons
in a strong magnetic held and their interaction with radio frequency pnlses
while in the held. MRI does not expose the patient to ionising radiation and
gives better contrast than CT for imaging soft tissues which are rich in water.
MRI is substantially more ex])ensive than CT and image acquisition time is
slower. MRI and CT l)oth have resolution limits of ai)proxiniately limn [32].
Ultrasonnd is an inexjiensive, portable and safe imaging teclmiipie based
on somid waves. A transducer emits a pnlse of somid, typically in the 1-15
MHz range, into the body part to be iniagi'd. The pulse travels throngh the
body and is jiartially reheeted at interfaces between tissues with dih’erent
physical ])ro])erti(‘s. The reheeted })iilse is detected by the transdneer and
the d('i)th of the interface is determined from the ('cho time between jinlse
('mission and (h'teetion. Lowc'r somid frc'cpK'iieies are k'ss attennatc'd by liv
ing tissue and so can aehic've greater image depth at the exiiense of poorer
resolntion due to the longer wavelength. High fr('(ineney nltrasoimd in the
10-40 MHz range is used for intravasenlar imaging and gives resolntion of
100]nn with a few mm de})th [80].
Thice diniensional images at the micrometre scale can be made using
eonfocal niierosco])y [59], but the image dejitli is limited by optical scatter
ing to less than 1mm. In terms of ix^sohition and imaging dejitli, the gap
between nltrasoimd and eonfocal mieroseopy is hlled by Optical Coherence
Tomograiihy. as shown in Fig. 1.2.

1.2

Optical Coherence Tomography

Ojitieal Coherence Tomography is an imaging technology based on infra-red
light. OCT is similar to ultrasound in that the amplitude of light returning
from a samjile is measured as a function of depth based on the echo time
delay. The earliest use of optical echo time delay to image within a scattering
inedinm was based on ilhnnination of a sample with short optical pulses and
12
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Eigtire 1.2: Coiiiparisoii of imaging (le})tli and resolution of nltrasoniid, OCT,
and confocal niicrosco])v [21].
detection restricted by high si)€’ed oj)tieal gating [22]. Similar methods were
even nsc'd to image biological tissue [19]. Such direct use of the ec-ho time
has Ix'cn ini])roved n})on throngh the more indirect method of interferometry
to measnre the anii)htiide and delay time of l)aekseattered or backrefleeted
light.
There are three methods of OCT. all of which are based on the Miehelson
interferoiiKder, shown for the specific case of swej^t source OCT in Eignre 1.4.
The light from a specialised light source is split into two arms. Light in one
arm is reflected l)y the sanpole and light in the other is reflected by a reference
mirror. Reflected light from the sani])le and from the reference mirror are
mixed and detected. Different OCT methods use different light sources and
different methods of detection. In all cases, light returning from the sample
contains backrefleeted and backscattered light from a range of depth into
the sam])le, and interference between the light from the two arms is used
to determine the ainonnt of light returned from the sample as a fnnetion of
depth. The light entering the sample takes the form of a narrow beam. A
single ineasnreinent of backscattering or backrehection as a function of depth
provides a one dimensional image called an axial scan (A-scan). The beam
can be scanned in two dimensions over the sample surface (B-scan) and many
13
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P^igure 1.3: OCT images of the cornea and lens (left) and of the retina (right),
from [71.
A-scans combined to form a three dimensional image.
Wdth iiKieasing depth in a l)iological tissue sample, more light is lost to
scattering and absorption, which limits the depth of OCT images to several
millimetres below the surface. This limits the range of medical applications.
OCT can be used in dermatology, where the depth is sufficient to assess
skin structure [27]. The most common practical use of Optical Coherence
Tomography is in ophthahnology. OCT images of the eye are shown in Figure
1.3. The transparency of anterior parts of the eye to IR radiation allows the
use of OCT to diagnose and assess retinal pathologies including glaucoma
[29], age related macular degeneration [48], and diabetic macular oedema [76].
The range of applications can be extended by integration of OCT systems
with optical fibre based })robes, allowing for example, integration with a
catheter for intravascular imaging [71] or integration with an endoscope for
imaging of the oesophagus and stomach [14].

14
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1.2.1

Time domain Optical Coherence Tomography

The first OCT system was devel()])e(l in 1991 [37]. This system is now known
as time (loniain OCT (TD-OCT) and uses a broadband low coherence light
source. ty])ically a Snperhnninecent Diode (SLD). along with a moving refer
ence mirror. If the difference in the optical path length between a reflection
within the sample and the reference mirror is less then the coherence length
of the source, then the intensity of the mixed light will exhilht interference
fringes as the mirror is moved. The length of the reference arm is scanned
over the full range of dei)th to be imaged in the sample. The size and position
of the interference fringes reveals the dejTli and intensity of backscattering
and back reflection from within the sani])le. A single A-scan is i)rodnced
by scanning the reference mirror over its full range. The imaging de])th is
hniit(Hl by scattering and absorption.
If the sei)aration between two reflections in the sami)le is less than the
colKTence length, then the corresi)onding interference fringes will overla]) and
the featnix's cannot be distingnished. Resolution is therefore ])roportional to
coh('rence kmgtli. which is invc'rsely ])roi)ortional to the source bandwidth.
The shortest possible iniag(' accpiisition time is desirabk' bnt is limited by
th(' scanning si)eed of the reference mirror.

1.2.2

Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography

Si)ectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) enables faster image acquisition by keep
ing the reference mirror fixed and em])k)ying a spectrometer for detection.
Consider a sample consisting of a single reflector with a small time delay
relative to the reference mirror. Some wavelengths of the source spectrmn
will interfere constriicdively in the mixed light and some will interfere de
structively. The result is that the detected spectrum will be the spectrmn
of the light sonrce with a sinusoidal intensity modnlation. The period and
ani])htnde of this modnlation corresi)ond to the depth and reflectivity of the
sample reflector res])ectively. The reflectivity of a more conq^lex sample can
!)(' obtained as a function of depth l)y calculating the Eonrier transform of
15
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the detected spectrum.
Saiiii)le reflectors with ])ositive or negative delays relative to the reference
])rodnce the same interference. Images are therefore mirrored about the
])oint of zero delay. This ])robleni can be avoided by placing the zero delay
})oint outside the surface of the sam})le. However there is a limit to the
total range of depth which can be imaged. Sami)le reflectors at large delays
])rodnce ra])idly oscillating modulation on the detected spectrum, which can
be im])ossible for the spectrometer to resolve. Tims the imaging depth is
limited by the spectrometer resolntioii. The ability to resolve the i)eriod
of spectral modulation via Eonrier transform de])ends on the width of the
s])ectrnm. Therefore the resolution of the images is inversely proportional
to the source bandwidth, as it is for TD-OCT. TIk' spectrometer typically
consists of a diffraction grating and a line scan Charge-Con])led Device (CCD)
camera. The time to read each s])eetrum from the CCD camera limits the
imaging s])eed. Complementary Metal Oxide Semieondnctor (CMOS) bastxl
eani(n-as off('r faster imaging sjx'cds Imt typically suffer from greater noise
than CC'D cameras [34].

1.2.3

Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography
Reference
Mirror
Sample

Swept Source

Detector

Eignre 1.4: Schematic of a SS-OCT setup with three sample reflectors at
delays of Ti, T2, and
relative to the reference light.
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Swe})t source OCT (SS-OCT) is the most recent OCT method and re(inires specialised light sources which are the snl)ject of this thesis. Swept
source OCT dis])enses with the need for a spectrometer by replacing the low
coherence light source with a swei)t source laser. The wavelength of a swept
source laser is ra])idly and periodically tuned over a large bandwidth while
maintaining the smallest possible instantaneous linewidth.
In Spectral Domain OCT the sample is illuminated sinmltaneonsly with
the full wavelength si)eetrnni of the light source and requires a speetronieter
to recover th(' intensity of all wavelengths. In swe})t source OCT the sample
is illuminated with only a narrow band of wavelengths at any ix)int in time.
Information from the full source si)e(‘trum can thus be obtained simj)ly by
measuring tlu' intensity of the deteetcfl light over time, eliminating the need
for a S])eetronieter.
Tvi)ieally. the part of the jxaiodie freciueney sweep which moves from
short(T to longer wavelengths, known as the forward sweep, is used for OCT.
The forward sweep is usually ('ngiue(T('d so that the freciueiiey is linear over
time, or as close as jxrssible. Where the sweej) is not linear, the data is
digitally resani])l(Hl so image reeov('ry can ])roe('ed as if the sweej) rate were
constant.
A geiK'ral swe])t source laser during the forward sweej) ontj)uts an electric
held of the form
E{f) = a{t) exj)

?

(

^ot

+

Y

1.1)

where co’o is initial fre(juency. s is the frecjuency sweej) rate and a{t) rej)resents the held in a frequency swej)t ‘reference frame,' as will l)e introduced
ill Chaj)ter 4 and discussed in more detail in Chaj)ter 5. An ideal swejit
source would have constant a{f) and any time dejiendence in the j)hase and
ainjilitiide of a{t) is a deviation from an ideal swej)t source which can limit
the imaging cajiabilities.
Consider an interferometer with a reference mirror of rehectivity r/? and a
sanij)le consisting of N rehectors with the nth having rehectivity r„, j)ossibly
the boundaries of layers in a biological samjile. The light returning from the
17
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nth layer will be delayed by a time
relative to light retiiriiiiig from the
refereiiee mirror. If the 0})tical coupler has a 50:50 coupling ratio then the
held returning from the sample arm has the form Xlr^=i
~
])hotocnrreiit generated at the detector is
N

D{f)

rH\E{t)\^ + i

X!

Ei\E{f - Tn)\‘^

[D.C.]

71= I

y
+ T
4
P

[Cross-correlation]

- r,J + e.c.
n=l
N

N

X

VEirrnE{f - T,,)E*{f

- 7-,, ) + C.C

[Autocorrelation]

7? = 1 rn — \,iii^n

12

( . )

wh('re f) is tlu' sensitivity of the detector, e.c- denotes the comj)lex conjugate
and 0 denotes avcTagiiig due to the limited time resolution of the detector.
This ecpiatioii is si)ht iiitcj three terms. Tlu' D.C. term is simply the sum of
the rehected intensities from the reference and all of the sample reflectors.
The cross correlation term rei)resents the interference between the reference
light and the light returning from the sam])le. This is the term from which the
image is recoverc'd. The hnal term rei)resents interference of light from dif
ferent reflections within the sample. Each sample rehectivity, r„, is assumed
to be mnch smaller than the reference reflectivity, r/^. It is assnmed that the
autocorrelation terms, which are proportional to
can be neglected
when compared with the cross-correlation terms, which are proi)ortioiial to
y/Ff^E^. Light which is rehected multiple times within the sample is neglected
for the same reason. High sam])le rehectivity could result in autocorrelation
image artefacts.

18
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R{t)

|^M|'

Time (a.u.)

Frequency (a.u.)
|2

DU)

Figure 1.5: Simplified re])reseiitatioii of SS-OCT imaging, (a) and (b) show
the intensity of the swei)t laser light over time and the intensity of its Fourier
transform. These curves also give the detector current in the absence of any
sample reheetion and the contribution of the D.C. term in equation (1.2)
to the image, (c) shows the detector current with a single sample refection
at delay tj where the interference l)etween the sample and reference light
can be seen, (d) shows the power spectrum of this detector current, which
constitutes an OCT A-scan.
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Delay (a.u.)
Eigure l.G: Ilhistratioii of an overlay of four se})arate OCT A-seaiis. each
similar to Pig. l.r)((l) with frecpieney re])lace(l by delay l)ase(l on the sweep
rate, uj — st. The image with no sam})le shows only the D.C. term (bine).
Images with ecinally refl('etive sani])les at different delays (red, green, orange)
show th(' reduction in sensitivity with increasing delay dne to loss of eoherenee. A series of nieasnreni(mts of this ty])e can be used to determine the
3dB roll-olf. as shown in puri)l('.
Th(' det('etor enrixait ])rodnced Iw a sw('pt source is given by
N

D{t)

-ri{ (|e(f)|^) + ^

(|e(f - r„)p

7i=l

N

+ J X!

"■ rn))y/n^,ex\)

i ( UJoTr, - -Tn + ST„t

+ e.e.,

n= 1

1 3)

( .

where the antoeorrelation terms have been neglected. It can be seen from
this ecination that a sanii)le reheetion at delay r„, i.e. at a depth of cr„/2
relative to the referen(*e, produces interference with angular frecpieney sr,,.
The image is reconstructed by taking the Fourier transform of D{t), where
a sani])le reheetion at dejTli 2 produces a peak at angular frecpiency 2szlc.
Such transforms can be seen in Fig. 1.5, where (b) and (d) are the Fourier
transforms of (a) and (e) respectively, calculated in Mathematica for a simple
idealised swej^t sourc-e. (a) shows the laser intensity during the forward sweep,
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which is pr()])ortioiial to the detector current with no sample, (c) shows the
detector current with a single sample reflector at delay Ti. The image peak in
Fig. 1.5(d) acts as a ])oiiit spread fniiction (PSF) for images of more complex
sam])les. The frecjnency resolution of this transform is limited to the inverse
of the total sweej) time, tg. so the delay resolution is limited to
which
is ecjual to the total sweep l)andwidth. This resolution limit can be seen in
Fig 1.6 from the width of the peaks. A longer sweep duration would produce
a narrower ]:)eaks. A faster frequency sweep rate would move the i)eak to
higher freciuencies, corresponding to se])aration of the multiple peaks in a
r(‘al sani])le.
Image depth is limited l)y the fact that interference cannot be detected at
delays where the term {a{f)a*{f — )) is very small. A simi)le model of this
depth limiting effect assninc^s that a{t) =
with slow anii)htude
lluctuations, such that /?(t)
/?(/ — r), and that 0(t) is a random walk
which gives a Gaussian s])ectrum. 7?(t) and (p{f) both re])insent deviations
from an ideal sw{'])t source which limit the imaging cai)abihti('s. Si)ecihcally,
in this case
(a(f)c/*(f - T„)) = /?(f)c'^,
(1.4)
where' Tc is the coherence time. A broader linewidth will have shorter coher
ence time. The size of interference fringes decreases with incrc^asing delay as
with corresponding decrease in the size of peaks in the Fourier trans
form. referred to as sensitivity roll-off. A more complex sensitivity roll-off
can be produced where 0(7) is not simply a random walk, snch as with phase
shifts related to the laser dynamics, or where R(f ) has fast fluctuations. The
coherence time of swe])t source lasers is often measured in terms of depth
in millimetres, in the form of the 6 clB roll-off. This is the sample depth at
which the size of the transform peaks has decreased by a factor of 6 clB. The
usual method of measuring this roll-off involves taking a series of A-scans
with a single samj^le mirror at increasing depths. An illustration of such a
roll-off measurement is shown in Fig. 1.6. The sensitivity in a real sample
would decline more sharply with depth due to scattering and absorption. In
snnnnary. resolution is inversely proportional to the total sweep l)andwidth
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and inaxiinuin image depth is inversely ])roportional to linewidth. Easter,
deejjer. and finer SS-OCT imaging requires swept sources with greater sweep
rate, narrower instantaneons linewidth, and broader sweep bandwidth res])ec‘tively.
Spectral domain and swei)t source OCT have been shown to have a sen
sitivity advantage over time domain OCT [18], related to the sinmltaneoiis
acquisition of data from the entire depth range thronghont the entire A-scan
dnration eonij)ared with data from only the cnrrent reference mirror })osition
in TD-OCT. SD-OCT and SS-OCT also have iiincli faster image acquisition
than TD-OCT. SD-OCT systems can make use of broadband Sii])erhnninecent Diodes (SLD) as their light source which can j)rovide better resolution
than SS-OCT. SS-OCT can o])erate more readily in the 1050 inn wavelength
range and so is more suited to dee}) imaging in tissue [62, 61] and also })rovides faster imaging s})eeds than SD-OCT.

1.3
1.3.1

Swept Source Lasers
Basic Elements

Swe])t source OCT recjiiires a wavelength swe])t light source. An excellent
snnnnary of high si)eed swe])t source technology is given in [49]. The two es
sential }3arts of a swe})t source are a broadband light source and a wavelength
selective element, which can be an o})tical filtea' or the laser cavity itself. A
sini})le swe])t source need not be a laser at all but an Ani])hfied S})ontaneons
Emission (ASE) swe])t source, consisting of a broadband ASE source and a
tmiable o]3tical filter. Mndi of the o]3tical ])ower in such a system is lost
to hltering but additional o})tical ani})hfiers and Liters can be used in se(}nence to create a swe})t source suitable for OCT [23]. Most swe})t sources
take the form of a swe})t source laser that consists of an o})tical cavity, of
either Fabry-Perot or ring configuration, incoiq^orating a gain element and a
tmial)le filter. A Semicondnetor ()})tical Ani])hfier (SOA) is by far the most
])0})nlar 0})tical gain element for swe})t sources [49] bnt it is not the only pos
sibility. Rare-earth do})ed fibre ani})hfiers have been used in swe])t sources,
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mainly in conjnnction with other amplihers [53, 50]. The gain of such aniplihers has a strong wavelength dei)endence. requiring high peak gain, and the
excited state has a long lifetime which makes the laser prone to Q-switching
[57. 49]. Stinmlated Raman scattering in a hbre [2] can also be used [52].
SO As have the advantage of being a well developed teclinology, infiuenced
by the teleconnnnnications industry. SOAs are suitable for incor])oration in
miniaturised systems and are also commercially available in a hbre coupled
form, which is useful since the majority of SS-OCT systems are hbre cou})led.
High i)erforniance SOAs are available commercially at wavelengths used for
OCT.
The choice of central wavelength de])ends on the a])])hcation and is a
ti’ade-oh betwec'ii scattering and al)sor])tion losses. Longer wavekmgths are
scattered less but suh'er greater water absorption. 850 nni [55] or 1050 nm
[61] sources are used for sani])les with high water absorption such as the
retina. 1300 nm or 1550 nm sources are used where scattering is the limiting
factor [12. 87].
Most swe])t source's achieve wavelength timing using an intra-cavity tun
able hlter. The hlter needs to tune' periodically over a large bandwidth (~100
mil), at a fast timing rate (~100 kHz), with a narrow transmission spectrum
(~100 ])ni) [49]. Scanned grating hlters [86] and Eabry-Perot hlters are most
commonly used. Examjiles of each of these hlter tyqies are shown in Pig. 1.7.
Grating based hlters tune the wavelength by changing the angle between the
beam and the grating. Eabry-Perot hlters are tuned by moving the rehective
end facets, changing the length of the hlter cavity. The rehection of light
from this moving facet has the advantage of jirodiicing an optical Dop])ler
shift in the direction of the frequency tuning, which can be useful for achiev
ing high sweep rates. The hlter must have a large enough free sj)ectral range
that only one mode of the Eabry-Perot cavity is within the gain bandwidth
at a time, so that lasing only occurs at one mode of the hlter.
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Figure 1.7: Diagrams of a i)olyg()iial mirror based seamied grating filter, from
[8G], (top) and a fibre bas('d Fal)rv-Perot filter, from [17] (bottom).

1.3.2

Short Cavity

Short cavity swept sonrc-e lasers are a ])0])nlar and relativOy sim])le form
of swej)! source. They an' a kind of external cavity laser, consisting of an
oi)tieal ampliher and o])tieal Liter within a laser cavity of fixed length. Ring
and Fabry-Perot cavity gc'ometries are both used. Wavelength timing is aceoniplished by timing the filter. In the absence of another frecjneiicy shifting
meehanism. the filter timing causes some active cavity modes to fall outside
the filter transmission si)eetrnm and extinguishes them, allowing new modes
with wavelengths closer to the filter central frecpieiiey to begin lasing. The
time taken for new modes to be activated through ASE limits the sweep rate
[39]. This limit can be overcome however, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
A shorter cavity length means more ])assages of light though the filter and
amplifier j)er unit time, which enables a faster sweep rate. However, a very
short cavity gives a large free si)eetral range (FSR) which results in large
jumps in wavelength between cavity modes.
For most lasers, the anij^htnde of interference fringes decreases nionotonically as the delay time is increased. However, short cavity swept source
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lasers exhibit a pheiioiiieiion known as Aoherenee revival,' where fringes are
generated at delays of integer mnltiples of the round trip time. The optical
waveform at a delay of one round trip is the waveform at zero delay with
whatever modulation is applied by a single pass through the cavity, which
tyi)ieally results in a small, bnt not total, loss of coherence. If one pass
through the laser cavity imparts a frequency shift then the fringes generated
by delays close to one round tri]) will be centred around some non-zero fre(inenev. By putting this point of one round trip delay inside the sample,
the c()ni])lex conjugate image artefact can be overcome. However, coherence
revival can also cause nnwanted image artefacts from focusing lenses which
would normally be outside the de])th range where interference is generated.
1310 nm
tunable emission
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Figure 1.8: Diagrams of a IMEMS tmmd VCSEL from [43] (toj) left), an
akinetic laser from [13] (top right), a short cavity ring laser from [47] (bottom
left), an ASE source incorporating a MEMS Fabry-Perot tunable filter from
[46] (bottom right).
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1.3.3

Akinetic

The 'akinetic' laser, produced coiiiiiierciallv by Insight Photonics, does not
have any moving parts. The laser has two wavelength timing mechanisms,
both based on controlling the electrical current through each section of the
laser in order to change the refractive index of the seniicondnctor materials
which comprise the optical cavity [13]. An image of the laser is shown in
Fig. 1.8. The reflective ends of the cavity are Distributed Bragg Reflector
(DBR) mirrors. By controlling the refractive index of these DBR mirrors
the jireferred lasing wavelength can be selected via Vernier tuning. This
laser tyjie is known as a Vernier-tmied distributed Bragg reflector laser (VTDBR). The second wavelength tuning mechanism is adjnstment of the cavity
lengtli by changing the refractive index of an internal section of the laser
cavity. It has been shown that such a cavity length adjustment shifts the
freciuency of photons within the cavity to match the changing frecpiency of
tlie cavity mode [45]. This so-called adiabatic frecpiency tuning results in a
narrow linenvidth [69]. The cavity length adinstment can achieve only a small
wavelength tuning (~().5 nni) before' the cavity length is reset and the DBR
mirrors are adjusted to a new Vernier state. This transition recpiires lasing
to build u]) from ASE whic'h takes time and results in some unusable data
l)oints in between the short adial)atic freeinency sweeps. Removal of these
points is ])ossible but coni])licates data collection for OCT. The width of the
adialratic fre(inenc‘y sweej) is limited by the factor l)y which the cavity length
can be adjusted and the time for the transition is a])proxiniately constant
(~1 ns), so a given total sweep bandwidth recpiires certain amount of time
for transitions betwe'en Vernier states. This transition time ])resents a limit
to the sweep rate and makes it unlikely that this system can achieve MHz
sweep rates.

1.3.4

Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers

A swept source Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) uses the
laser cavity itself as the wavelength selective element. Ty})ically the laser
consists of a gain niedinm on top of a DBR mirror, which is the lower cavity
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fac-et, with a iiiicroelectroiiiecliaiiic'al systems (]\IE]\IS)-based actuated mirror
acting as the upper facet. Actuation of the upi)er mirror changes the cavity
length in order to achieve wavelength tuning. The VCSEL cavity is very
short and allows single mode operation thronghont the sweep. The Doppler
shift from the moving mirror shifts the frequency of i)hotons in the cavity
to match the changing cavity length, so there is no fundamental limit to
sweep speed. VCSELs can achieve very long coherence lengths even at high
sweej) rates. Many VCSELs use optically pumped gain, which increases the
c-oni])lexity of the system. Currently available VCSELs have relatively low
output power and ix'cpure another SOA to boost })ower. In practice sweep
s])eed is limited by the MEMS mirror.

1.3.5

Fourier Domain Mode-Locked Lasers

Th(' hrst Eonrier Domain Mode-Locked (FDML) laser was created in 2006 by
llub('r ('t. al. [38]. The coni])onents of an FDML laser are similar to tlu' short
cavity swe])t sourc(' laser with a ring c-avity, bnt the cavity is nincli longer.
The basic idea of FDML is that the period of the hlter sweej) is matched with
th(' round trij) time of light in the cavity. The limited tuning s])eed of avail
able' hlt('rs necessitatc's the long cavity. Light i)asses throngh the filter when
the hlter has a particular central wavelength, and returns to the hlter after
making a cavity round trij) just when the hlter has returned to that same
wavelength. The result is lasing with a wavelength cliirj) which matches the
sweej) of the hlter. The hlter sweej)s over a wide bandwidth and each wave
length of light j)asse's tlirough the hlter at the moment when the light and
hlter wavelengths match. All wavelengths of light within the sweej) band
width are sinmltaneonsly active, sej)arated sj)atially thronghont the length
of the cavity. In snch a regime, many longitudinal laser cavity modes are ac
tive and the frequency sweej) reejnires some hxed j)hase relationshij) between
them. Snch a j)hase relationshij) between simultaneously active longitudinal
cavity modes is called “Mode-Locking.” The most common type of mode
locking j)roduces j)eriodic j)ulses. The type of mode-locking which produces
a frecjuency sweej) is referred to as Fourier Domain Mode-Locking.
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In an ideal FDML laser very little light is lost to hltering. FDAIL is a
regime of stationary laser operation [72]. New modes do not have to build
nj) from ASE to achieve a frequency sweep, nor does the laser require a
mec’hanism to shift the frequency of photons within the cavity. The only
limit to the sweep rate of FDjML lasers is the tnning speed of the hlter.
Multi MHZ sweep rates have been achieved [51, 81].
The above descri])tion assnmes ])erfect synchronisation between the cav
ity round trip time and the hlter sweej) period. In reality this is not possible
and stable laser oi)eration recinires very ju'ecise synchronisation. Disj^ersion
in the long o])tical hbre results in a different round trip time for each wave
length. Dis])ersion com])ensation can be eni])loyed to mitigate this problem
[1]. Thermal huctnations can also cause changes in the total cavity length.
Overall. FDML swept sources coni])are favourably with other available types
(see Tabl(' 1.1).

Figure 1.9: Diagram of an FDML laser. Iso: Isolator. FFPTF: Fibre FabryPerot Tunable Filter. AWG: Arbitrary Maveform Generator. SOA: Seniicondnctor Optical Amphher. OSC: Oscillosco})e. SMF: Single Mode Fibre.
PC: Polarization Controller. Created by S. Slepneva [68].
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Table 1.1: Perfonnaiice data for coiiiiiiercially available SS-OCT lasers recrrv
ated from [49] and updated using data sheets from manufacturer websites on
23 Jan 2018.
Company

Laser
Type

Filter
Type

Axsiiii

Short
Cavity

MEMS

Exalos

Short
Cavity

MEMS

NTT

Short
Cavity
Short
Cavity

Electro0])tic
FFP-TF

.f sweep

Ac

AA

kHz
100
200
200
20
50
20
200

11111

inn
140
100
100
60
90
150
100

1310
1310
1060
850
1050
1310
1310

6dB
Roll-off
mm
10
8
5
3.5
4
3
3.5

Output
Power
niW
20
18
15
7
15
25
17

10
1310
150
50
100
1310
150
2
70
200
1550
80
1
27.5
8
1310
80
8
10
7.5
Santee
40
Short
100
1310
100
8
MEMS
Cavity
FP-TF
90
1700
135
5
50
Polygon
1310
170
3
20
20
VeSEL
> 50
> 20
MEMS
> 200 1060 > 40
Insight
VT-DBR
Vernier
100
1310
100
> 50
> 6
Photonics^
1550
40
>
20
5.5
100
VeSEL
Thorlabs
1310
100
50
25
MEMS
200
Ol)tores
FDML
FFP-TF
1060
100
1640
80
>
10*
1310
100
1640
no
1550
1640
no
80
^ 1310 mu data from [69] 1550 mu data from [13]. Note that mauufacturer
website states greater performance than given here on individual metrics
se])arately but does not give a full data sheet for any one laser coiifigiiratioii.
Data sheet only s])ecifies for 1310 mu.
Micron
Optics
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1.4

Thesis Outline

Ill this thesis I investigate the dyiiaiiiics of swept source lasers for OCT
using a delay differential equation (DDE) model. This model includes simple
representations of only the basic elements of a swejit source laser, which
are gain, loss, wavelength hltering, and passive delay corresiionding to the
time taken for light to travel through the optical cavity. The siniiihcity of the
model gives it a generality that allows ns to apply it to different kinds of swept
source lasers. The model is apjilied here to two specific swejit source lasers:
a short cavity laser and a much longer cavity FDIML laser. My theoretical
work was conducted alongside the exi)eriniental work of Svetlana Slepneva
and Thomas Butler. Some of the ex])eriniental results are i)ul)hshed in [68.
67. 16. 15]. The focus of my own work was to explain the ex])eriniental results
and hel}) guide the exjx'riniental work.
Cha})ter 2 is a smmnary of the background tlmory which is recpiire'd for
th(' lat(a' cha])ters. Each of the remaining chapters deals with a sei)arate
regime of hlter tuning s])e(Hl and cavity length, with tuning s])eed increasing
with each subsecpK'iit chapt(T. Each of these regimes corresi)onds to some
(^x])eriniental results obtained by our research group. We will .see that the
inlinence of the hlter on the dynamics de])ends on the net change in the hlter
central freciuencv during the time it take's for light to coni])lete one full round
trip of the optical cavity. This change is small if the hlter is tuned very slowly
or if the hlter tuning is ])eriodic with a ])eriod close to the round trip time,
as in FDML. For this reason Cha})ter 3 deals with static and very slow hlter
tuning in a laser which otherwise has the same coiihguration as an FDML
laser. The results from chai)ter 3 are not directly ai)])hcable to practical
swept source OCT lasers, but are an imi)ortant step to understanding the
dynamics of FDML lasers.
In Chapter 4 we investigate the dynamics of a laser with faster hlter
tuning, where the per round trip hlter motion is on the order of the width
of the hlter passband. This chapter includes ex])eriniental measurements
of a commercial short cavity OCT laser. We show that the experimentally
ol)served dynamics can be explained with the simple DDE model. We also
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use the DDE model to simulate similar lasers with different parameters and
reveal trade-offs which must be made between output power, sweep speed,
and liiiewidth. Cha])ter 5 returns to the long laser cavity, this time in EDML
oi)eratiou, where the hlter sweeps over the full sweep bandwidth during each
round trip. We expand upon the similarity between slow filter tuning and
EDML. Results from Cha])ter 3 can then be used to exi)lain EDML dynamics.
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1

History

Tlu' theoretical foniidatioii for lasers was laid by Albert Einstein in 1917,
when he de'seribed the process of stiinnlated emission [24]. Einstein stud
ied the thermal eciiiilibrimn between atoms and radiation in terms of the
l)robabihty of transitions betwe'cn atomic energy levels in a two level atom.
He fomid that a derivation of Planck's law on this basis requires stiinnlated
emission as well as s])ontanoons emission and absor])tion. Enrther to this,
he found that considerations of momentum conservation and the thermal
eciuilibriinn of atomic motion reiiuires that light from stimulated emission be
emitted in the same direction as the stimulating light. The rates of stininlated emission and absorjition de])end on the populations of atoms in the
n])])er and lower energy states. Ordinarily the poimlation of states are such
that light jiassing through a medium comprised of two level atoms experi
ences a net loss. The possibility of optical gain was now open if poiiulation
inversion could be achieved, where the population of the upper state exceeds
the po})ulation of the lower state.
The other element required for lasing is the feedback jiroduced by an opti
cal cavity. The basic theory for the laser was laid out by Townes and Shawlow
in the 1950s [66]. The term laser was coined in 1959 by R.G. Gould as an
acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. In
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1960 Theodore H. Maiinan built the hrst laser using syiithetie ruby as the gain
inediuiii with silvered ends to ereate a Eabry-Perot cavity, optically pumped
using a xenon hashlamp [56]. Gain media for lasers have progressed through
many materials with semieondnctors being the most widely employed gain
medium today. The lasers discussed in this thesis employ semieoiidnetor
o])tical ani])lihers (SOAs) for optical gain.

2.2

Semiconductor Laser Gain

Electrons in semieoiidnetor materials oceniw (inaiitiim states that fall into
two bands, the vakmee band and the condnetioii band. There is an energy
gap betwi'cii the lowest eiu'rgy states of the eoiidnetion band and the highest
energy states of the valence band, called the band gap. At absolute zero
temiieratnre the ek'ctrons oeenjw the states of lowest jiossible energy. The
Pauli exc'hisioii jirineiiile jirohibits more than one electron from oeenjwiiig
the saiiK' state' so at absolute ze'ro the ('leetroiis fill all states nj) to the Eermi
energy. In a semieoiidnetor material the Fermi energy lies within the band
gap so the valence band is hlled and the eoiidnetion band is nnoeenpied
at absolute zero. The band ga]) in a semieoiidnetor is small enough that if
energy is added to system by iiiereasiiig the teniiieratnre, then some electrons
will be excited from the valance band to the condnetioii liaiid where they can
move through the material and act as charge carriers. This excitation leaves
the valence band missing an electron, known as a hole. The hole behaves like
a ])ositively charged jiartiele which can move through the material and act
as a charge carrier.
The coiidnctivity of a semieoiidnetor can be increased by the addition of
im})nrities to the crystal lattice, known as doping. Dopants can be donors
or aeee])tors of electrons, known as n-type and p-type respectively. N-type
dojiing results in more electrons in the condnetioii band. P-type doping
creates more holes in the to]) of the valence band. Electrons and holes are
the majority charge carriers for n-doped and p-do])ed regions respectively.
Modern SOAs are based on the double heterostrnetnre. The laser is
constrneted in layers. An active region with a smaller band gap is sandwiched
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between a p-tyi)e layer and an n-type layer with larger band gaps. Electrons
tend to move to the lowest energy state in the band and holes to the highest
so the lower band gap region provides conhnement of carriers. Application
of a forward bias current to the SOA injects electrons and holes into the ndoped and i)-doi)ed regions resi)ectively. which travel into the active region.
These electrons and holes recombine in the active region, producing photons.
The active region also has a higher refractive index than the adjacent regions,
and so the acdive region j^rovides simnltaneons conhnement of light as well
as carriers, which increases efficiency.
Confinement of carriers in a region comparable to their De Broglie wave
length restricts the carriers to discrete energy levels, which can increase the
(hmsity of .states aromid tii(' lasing energy and thus increase efficiency. The
light has a iiincli longer wavelength than the carriers and cannot be so tightly
conhned. The solution to this i)robleni is sei)arate coiffinenient of light and
carriers. Light is conhned by a region of high refractive index within which
tlun’c is a inncli smaller active region where (‘arriers are conhned. This active
region can take th(' form of a single narrow layer, a (piantmn well, or can
be conhned in two or three diniensions to form qnantmn stri])es or (inantmn
dots.
Excitation and recombination in the active region can occur in several
ways. An electron and hole can recombine without emitting radiation. Ra
diative recombination, ])rodiicing a photon with energy ecpial to the energy
lost by the elecdron in recombining with the hole, can be spoutaneons or
stimnlated. Sj^ontaneons emission can produce a photon with any phase and
direction. The inverse process can also occur where a photon is absorbed
and stimulates an electron from the valence band into the conduction band.
Stimulated emission occurs when a photon interacts with an electron that
can dro]) to the valence band and produce another photon with the same
energy. The new ])hoton will match the phase and direction of the original
photon. Stimulated emission is the basis of oi)tical gain. If the population of
electrons in the conduction band is high enough, then an optical waveform
with })hoton energies close to the band gap passing through the active region
encounters more stimulated emission than absorption and is ainphhed.
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2.3

Cavity Modes

Ill order for lasing to occur, light must be confined within the cavity for
niulti])lc cavity round trips. Tliis coiihncmcnt has two jiarts. There is lat
eral eonhnenient of light causing it to travel along the seniicondnetor gain
mediinn and along other jiarts of the cavity, without leaking ojitical power
laterally. Optical eonhnenient in the gain inedinm by the double heterostriictiire has been discussed in the previous section. Other parts of the cavity
can include free sjiace and ojitical hbre. Ojitical hbre is engineered to guide a
hnite mnnlier of transverse inodi'S. each of which has its own intensity jirohle
around the c-ore. Lasers used here employ single mode optical hbres which
only snjiport om' transvei'se mode. Conhnenient in free sjiace is achievf'd
using mirrors and lenses which couple the light from the waveguide mode of
one component into the mode of another component.
A ix'striction on th(' allowed lasing frecpKaicies is creati'd Iw tlu' longi
tudinal confinement. In a Fabry-Perot cavity this longitndinal conhiK'nient
is ])rovid('d by the mirrors at the ends, which can be curved to also aid in
transv('rs(' conhnenient. In a ring cavity this conhnenient is sinpily the direct
coipiling of the cavity ends to form a loo]). This feedback cn^ates standing
wave i)att('rns in a Fabry-Perot cavity and travelling wave patterns in a ring
cavity. In ('itlu'r cas(' tlu' allowed freciuencies are limited to mnltiples of the
free sjiectral range (FSR), given by l/T. where T is the time for light to
make one comjilete cavity round tri]). A ty])ical seniicondnetor laser has
many modes within th(' gain bandwidth and has the potential for imiltiniode
ojieration. Single mode operation can be achieved liy inchiding an optical
hlter within the cavity, which has only one mode of the hlter within the gain
bandwidth and a passband narrow enough to select a single longitiidinal cav
ity mode. VeSELs have imicli shorter cavities and can operate in a single
mode if the FSR is greater than the gain bandwidth.
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2.4

Rate Equations

Eollowing [64]. siiii])le expressions for the relationships between optieal power,
ai)]3lied current, and earrier density can be derived for the case of a single
mode seniicondnetor Eabry-Perot laser. If g and ft/ are the gain and loss per
unit length for the mode, then after each ronndtrip the o])tical i)ower changes
by a factor of /-j
where L is the cavity length and ri;2 are the
reflectivities of the end facets of the cavity. If this factor is less than one then
the power in the mode will diminish and any photons at the mode frecjnency
will eventnally be lost. For lasing to occur this factor ninst be at least one
(exactly one at ecinilibrimn) and so the threshold value of g for lasing is
gfh

21

( . )

— fp + ft?

n(ri,-2)
where ft,,, (k'scribes the mirror loses and is given by ft,,, =
There
2L
ar(' well known (Hiiiations for the rates of change of the mnnber of j)hotons
in the mode, A, and the carrier density, Ah called the rate e(|nations. If Vg
is the gronj) velocity and g[N) is the gain as a fnnction of carrier density,
then the rate of stimnlated emission is Vgg{N)S. The ])hoton lifetime, Tp. is
defined as the inverse of the rate of photon losses, so that A = /’^(ft/ + o^,).

The rate ecpiation for the ])hoton number is then
5.

(2.2)

Below threshold, spontaneous emission is important but it has been neglected
here since we are mostly interested in the dynamics above threshold, where
stimnlated emission is the dominant source of light. The rate equation for
the carrier density is given by
(IN

'jL
eV'

(fl,

(R, - Gr) - vMN)S,

G,

(2.3)

where I is the ap])lied cnrrent. // is the output conpling coefficient, e is the
elementary charge, and V' is the volume of the active region. The nonradiative recombination and generation of carriers is given by (/?,„. — Gnr) =
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.4A" + CN'^. The cubic tenii describes recombination with the energy given
to a third carrier, known as Anger recombination. Radiative recombination
= BN^. The carrier density rate equation is thus

is given by (/?,• —
(IN

IT

eV

{AN + BN'^ + CN^) - Vgg(N)S.

(2.4)

The rate ecinations (2.2) and (2.4) have a solution with no lasing, S — 0
and N =
where ^ = AN^i + ^A^/ + ^^niithont lasing, the carrier
density de])ends on the a]){)hed current. Above a certain enrrent this solution
will be nnstable and lasing will build nj) from si)ontaneons emission. To hnd
this ])oint of instability, the rate ecgiations are linearised at the no lasing
solntion: S' = 0 + AS and N = A4,/ T AAb The linearised system is given by
= (v/(VO - - ) A5.
il{AN)
lit

(.4 + 2DN„i + l^CXi) AN - v„!i{N)AS.

(2.5;
(2.6)

The IK) lasiiit^ solution is nnstahh' for v,jq(Nj,i)' —h
> () This matches
Tp
the thr('shold gain from the sinii)ler ealenlation of gain and loss in e(ination
(2.1). Th(' rate equations have another solution which corresponds to lasing,
S — Si and N = A"/. The lasing solntion is
1

'■’o.9(V) =

(2.7)

v,i,(N,)S, = ^ - (AN, + BNf + CNf)

(2.8)

The ])hoton nnniber and carrier density in the lasing solntion can be
written
S

(2.9)

.V = N„,
where In, and Nn, are the threshold enrrent and carrier density.
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2.5

Linewidth

The above deseri})tioii of longitudinal inodes suggests that a mode has a
])recise frequency and arbitrarily narrow ojotical sjiectrnm. In reality even a
laser in single mode operation is subject to various sources of noise which
give the optical siieetrum a finite width.
There is some subtlety to the c-oneept of the linewidth of swept source
lasers. The linewidth of a single mode laser can be measured with an optical
siiectrum analyser (OSA). The siiectrnm of a swej)t source laser will show the
bandwidth of the full freciueney sweep on an OSA. The relevant ])aranieter
for a swept source laser is the instantaneous linewidth, lieeause the niaxinmm imaging dejith in OCT is inversely ])ro})ortional to the instantaneons
linewidth.
The linewidth of a laser modi' due to the effects of si)ontaneons emission
was ealenlated by Sehawlow and Townes [GG]. Each si)ontancons emission
('vi'iit causes a small shift in intensity and i)hase. The intensity (iniekly
returns to its eiinilibrium value but the })hase shift i)ersists. These ])hase
shifts are mii)redietable and so the ])hase makes a random walk. The rate
of spontaneous emission and the average si/e of the phase shift due to each
si)ontaneous emission event can be related to the laser power. The statistics
of the random phase walk can thus be used to calculate the Schawlow-Townes
linewidth,
.

/i uj

,

,

where P is the laser ])ower.
Laser linewidth tends to be greater than predicted by Schawlow-Townes.
Other sources of noise such as vil)ration of mirrors tend to increase the
linewidth. Seniiconduetor lasers also experience line broadening due to the
alpha-factor, as described in the next section. The instantaneous linewidth
of swe])t source lasers tends to be much larger than predicted by spontaneous
emission and is often dominated by dynamical effects related to the frequency
sweej).
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2.6

Refractive Index / Alpha Factor
E

Figure 2.1; An E-k plot showing the relationslii}) between energy and iiionieiitnni, given Iw
in tli(' the eondnetion and valenee bands of a seniieondnetor. The stiinnlated emission of a ])hoton with energy elose to the
band gaj) along with the associated recombination of an electron and hole is
illustrated in red. A higher energy stiinnlated emission is illustrated in bine.
The refractive index of semieondnctor materials is dei^erident on the car
rier density. An electron cannot drop from any conduction band state to
any valence band state since eacii state has an associated momentnm which
innst be c-onserved in the transition. The relationship between the energy
and moinentnm of electrons in a semieondnctor is typically illustrated in a
plot of energy against wavevector k. where momentnm is given by hk. The
iiiomentnm of the emitted ])hoton is small enongh to be neglected so only
vertical transitions on Fig. 2.1 are allowed. Electrons and holes will pref
erentially fill the lowest energy conduction band states and highest energy
valence band states respectively. As the number of carriers increases they
occn])y more states associated with higher energy transitions, i.e. which pro
duce higher frecpiency photons. This causes the peak of the gain spectrum to
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shift to higher freciiiency as carrier density increases. Gain and refractive in
dex are related via the Krainers-Kronig relations and so the refractive index
also changes with the shifting gain spectnnn.
The ])hysical origin of the Krainers-Kronig relations can be described in
the following way. The propagation of an electroniagnetic wave through a
dielectric niedinin dejiends on the susceptibility \{(jj). \(a/’) gives the polar
ization of the dielectric niedinin in response to an ajiplied electric held with
sinusoidal time deiiendence at freciiiency uj. \(cc) is the Fourier transform
of the impulse rc^sponse of the iiolarization to a delta fnnction electric held.
This iiolarization response imist lie zero for times before the jinlse is applic'd.
This recinirement of causality in the time domain ])laces rc^strictions on \(a,')
in the freciiiency domain. These iTstrictions take the form of the KrainersKronig relations which allow the real part of the susceptibility,
to be
calcnlatcal at any u: from an intc'gral over the whole of the imaginary part.
\"{u>) [;!()].

The change in rc'fractive indc'x with carrier density is characterised with
IlcMirv's linewidth ('nhancenient factor, o. so calk'd because of its original
use in ('xplaining the fact that the measnrcHl linewidths of seniicondnctor
lasers were' grc'ater than the' Schawlow-Townc's linewidth [35]. Henry's model
inchided the change in intensity cansc'd by each spoutancxiiis emission event,
which causes a change in the carrier density and an additional phase shift
(hie to the' associatc'd change in refractive index. This effect rc'siilts in greater
linewidth. The o-factor model assiimes linear dependence of the real part
of the refractive index on the imaginary part, which is related to gain. This
approximation is valid in the case of small perturbations to a steady laser
mode with constant optical power and carrier density. Changing the bias
current does not change the alpha factor of a given laser since the ecinilibriiim
gain, and hence carrier density, will always match the cavity losses as seen
in the previous section, which are ap])roxiniately constant. However a laser
in a more coinjilex operating regime may have large time dependent changes
in carrier density beyond the range where the linear approximation holds.
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The alpha factor was originally dehnecl as
An
Au]

2 12)

( .

where An and An/ are the changes in real and iinaginary parts of the refrac
tive index from their ecpiilibriinn values. In terms of the gain, g, the carrier
density. Ah and the wavelength, A, the al])ha factor as aijplied here is given
1)V
o

(2.13)

=

SO that for a wav(' of the form 0(2:) cxp{ — i{ujf — kz)), A{z) will be a solution
of the ecpiation
(JA ^ g^zJ)
(I (2.14)
(Iz ~
The alpha factor as api)hed in this thesis is an ai)i)roximation based on
its original context of a single laser mode of narrow linewidth. The alpha
factor. a])i)hed as a single parameter across tlu' bill si)ectrnm of a broadband
laser ajiplies the same i)hase shift to all wavelengths due to a given change
in carrier density. Of course a change in refractive index would })rodnce a
])hase shift i)ro])ortional to fre(inencv. Note also that a change in refrac
tive index would cause a change in the group velocity of a ])nlse travelling
throngh the semicondnctor, which is not produced by the alpha factor. The
gain, refrac'tive index, and al])ha factor may also vary with frecpiency and the
approximation of constant alpha factor may not be ap])ropriate for a laser
with a broad wavelength sweej). Simnlations in this thesis use niiich nar
rower sweej)s than real lasers, and are only intended to model part of a real
laser sweej) so this j)rol)lem is avoided and the constant a aj)j)roxiniation
is reasonable. The dynamic's of the lasers studied here involve substantial
time dei)endent changes in carrier density and the associated ])hase shifts are
highly inhnential on these dynamics.
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2.7

Mode-locking

A laser in single mode operation will have ai)i)roxiniately constant intensity
and frecpieney. The output of a laser with a large iinmber of simnltaneoiisly
active modes depends on the phase relationslhi) between the modes. If the
])hase of each mode is free to vary independently then there will be no de
tectable interferenee between modes and the laser will have approximately
constant intensity, known as a continnous wave (C\V) regime.
If the relative ])hase between the active modes can be fixed, then interfer
enee l)etween modes can ]rrodnce more complex laser output. Ty])ically the
relative ])hase of the modes is set to j^rodnce ])eriodic pulses, with a period
of the cavity round trij) time. This ])nlsed regime is what is generally meant
by the term mode'-locking. Pulsed mode-locking conies in active and pas
sive forms. Active mode-locking is achieved by inclnding a modnlator in the
laser cavity which is driven at the cavity ronnd tri]) ])eriod to jirodnce time
dejieiideiit losses. Passive modi'-locking is achieved by inclnding a saturable
absorber in the cavity. The satnrabh' absorber is similar to the seniicondnctor gain inedinm but with the electrical bias reversed. Low intensity light is
absorbed but light of high enough intensity can excite enough charge carriers
in the absorber to make it transjiarent. In both the active and jiassive case,
a short, intense ])nlse suffers reduced losses jier cavity ronnd trij) c-ompared
with CM’ light. If the relative })hase of the modes drifts away from that
which gives short pulses, then losses increase. This is the mechanism which
maintains the hxed jihase relationship between modes. Pulses with a repeti
tion rate at a multiple of the FSR can also lie generated, known as harmonic
mode-locking.
The relative jiliase of the modes can also be set so that the laser output
has constant intensity with a periodic frequency sweep. This is known as
Fourier Domain Mode-Locking (FDML). The electric held in an ideal FDML
laser with a sinusoidal frequency sweep has the form
E{t) = Eoexp i I ijjQt +
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sin(D/)
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where

ujq

is the eeiitre of the freciuenev sweep, Ace is half the total sweep

bandwidth, and i} is the FSR, all in angnlar freqneney units. The instantaneons frecineney of this field is ceo + Ace eos(Df). In order to express this field
as a Sinn of eavity inodes we ean einjiloy the Jaeobi-Anger expansion [42],
(2.16)
where Jn(z) is the nth Bessel fnnetion of the first kind. Combining ecpiations
(2.15) and (2.16) gives
£(/)= E E„J„

Ace

TT

e

(2.17)

Thus tlu' modi' with a freiiiieney of Co’o 4- nil has the eomjilex amjihtude
EqJ„ ('^)- This gives ns the jihase relationship between eavity modes in a
Fonrii'r Domain AIodi'-Loeked regime.
FDML is achieved 1)V inehiding a tunable ojitieal filter in a ring eavity,
which is tuned jieriodieally at tlu' round trij) period. Light jiasses through
the optical Liter and then continues on through the full length of the eav
ity. including a gain section, while the Liter is tuned over its full frecpieney
sweep. This light eoniiiletes a cavity round trip at the same moment that
the Liter eomjiletes the sweep, so that the light again jiasses though the Li
ter with little loss. The full range of sweep freiiuencies are simultaneously
active in the cavity, with a spatial distribution along the eavity which causes
the freciuencies to follow one after the other through the Liter, so that the
freciueney of the light entering the Liter always matches the time dependent
Liter central freciueney.
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Chapter 3
Quasistatic Filter Tuning
3.1

Introduction

The first iiiodo'l and siiniilatioii of FDML lasers [44, 72] was ])ased on the
NonliiK'ar Sehrddinger E([nation (NSE)[2]. This partial differential ecpiation
(PDE) for the eleetrie field in a single mode optical fibre was modified for
EDML. This ai)proa(4i i)erniits the inchision of all relevant })hysical effects, inelnding dis])ersion and self-i)hase modulation in the fibre. Simulations based
on this model were used sneeessfnlly to analyse the instantaneous linesha])e
and the effects of noise in EDML[11, 73]. Howewer the complexity of this
model limits the feasibility of analytical methods, allowing investigation by
sinmlation only. These simulations are computationally intensive since for
each time stej) the PDE for the electric field must be integrated throughout
the entire long FDML cavity.
The model used in this thesis consists of two con])led Delay Differential
Ecpiations (DDE). This model assumes that the fibre is entirely ])assive,
ignoring dispersion and self-i)hase modulation, which allows a PDE model
to be re])laced with a much simpler DDE model. This DDE model can be
simulated more easily. Des])ite the simplicity of the model, it reproduces most
of the dynamics observed in ex])erinients, and also permits some analytical
investigation and ex])lanation of these dynamics, fn this chapter we derive
the DDE model and investigate the (fynamics in the regime of very slow filter
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tuning.

3.2
3.2.1

Derivation of Model Equations
Overview

The system of ecinations used here to model FDML lasers was derived by
adapting a previous model for passively mode looked ring eavity lasers [79,
78]. In praetiee The FDML model was derived by removing the term for the
saturable absoii)er and by making the hlter frecpieney a periodie fnnetion of
time. A full derivation following the original derivation of Vladimirov et al.
is gT'eii here for clarity.
The laser has a ring eavity which is divided into sections. The variable
^ measures length along the eavity. Sections (21,22) and (23, 2.1) are i)assive,
with the latter being u]) to 2()kni long. Section (22,23) is the gain section,
consisting of a s{'micondnetor optical ampliher. 23 and 2i are connected
through an oi)tical hlter. The total length of the cavity is L and the round
tri]) time is Tq = Ljv. where u is the speed of light in the eavity.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of FDML laser.
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3.2.2

Travelling Wave

We begin with the travelling wave equations [74] for the slowly varying elec
tric field envelope E{f,z) and the carrier density N(t,z). This is an estab
lished model for light propagation in seniicondnctor lasers [9, 6, 8, 63]. These
ecpiatioiis describe the evolution of the electric held Eo{ fJ) in the longitudi
nal 2 direction, assinning a single transverse mode. The relationship between
£’o(r. f) and the electric held envelopes travelling in the positive and negative
2: directions, E^{t.z}. is
Eo{fJ) = ET{.r,ij){E^(z.t)e

-h

E {z, f)e i{u)ot-ti3az) ),

(3.1

where Er{.r. y) is the transverse mode ])rohle and cjq and /U are the central
oj)tical frecjnency and the corres])onding wave nmnber respectively. FDML
lasers contain optical isolators which ('iisnre })ro])agation of light in one di
rection only. The extinction ratio of the connter-])ro])agating held through
an isolator is ty])ically 30-40 dB. Th(' laser which generated the exi)erimental
nrsnlts discussed in this chai)ter had isolators at either side of the hlter and
also built into both ends of the SOA so the connter-pro])agating held can be
safely neglected in the model. We let E~(z,f) — 0 and refer to the })ositive
direction held envelo])e as simply E(zJ). The travelling wave ecpiations in
this case read
c)E{f.z)
dz

\dE{t.
iz df
z)

Of

.^r

E{t,z),

(3.2)

J - 't.Nit. z) - ugV (A'(/. z) - N”') \E{t. z)\^,

(3.3)

1

- m)

{N(t,z) -

V)

where the parameters a. g, T, and 7^ are the linewidth enhancement factor,
differential gain, transverse modal hll factor and carrier density relaxation
rate respectively. J is the pumping rate, which is proportional to the injection
current.
First we make a change of variables (f. z)
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(r, Q, where

t

= t — z/iy is
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the retarded time and C, = z/p. This gives the following pair of equations:

—= ^(1-?«)^KuC)^4(t,C),

Ot

= '■is 0 - nP-0 - n{T-0 I'4(t.C)|^) .

wliere A(r. C) = E{f, z) ^JugT/^g. n(T,Q) = pgT [N(f,z) —
^(J —
rednc-es to

(3.4)

In the passive fibre seetions n{T,C,) = d
^^4(r.C)

= 0.

(3.5)
and j —

ecpiation (3.4)
(3.6)

which givers the following relations between the ends of the })assive sections
A{T,Ci) = 0(7,0)-A(r,C2) = 0(r,Ci).

3.2.3

(3.7)

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

We wish to solve the ecinations in the gain section in order to write the
nornialised held envelo])e at the ont])nt of the SOA. 0(7,0), exi)licitlv in
terms of the held at the input, 0(7. 0).
a new (piantity 0(7), which
describes the total satnrable gain from the SOA. We dehne
C.3
G{r) = / 77(7, C)d(:.
'C2

(3.8)

n(7. C) is i)roportional to the difference between the carrier density and the
carrier density at transparency and so G{t) is proportional to the total nmnber of these carriers eneoimtered by the part of the held entering the SOA at
the time 7. The signihcance of G{t) is made clear by integration of equation
(3.4), which gives
-^(r.Cs) = exp[(l - io)G(T)/2].4(r,C2).

(3.9)

Tims the gain variable G(t) is the log of the time dependent ratio of power
in])nt to ]70wer ontj^ut of the SOA. We now derive an expression for the rate
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of change of G. Multiplication of equation (3.4) and its complex conjugate
by A*(r. 0 and A(r, C) res})ectively gives the following pair of equations
= ^(1 -

l^(uC)l^

(3T0)

= ^(1 + ?:Q)n(r.C) |A(r,C)|^

(3.11)

Adding these together and integrating over
I" „{t.O |.4(r,C)|C/C

from Q to Q gives

L* f.V(r.C)4:^)^ + .4(r,C)^T|l0j ,((;

=

C2

\

•c. ^

A(r.C)|^dC

C2

=

|A(r,C;0|“ - |^-^(^^C2)r

(3.12)

Ecpiation (3.3) gives the rat(' of change of ?n To derive an (expression for G{t]
we integrate' this over the gain sc'ctioin which is to integrate ecpiation (3.5]
over d from Q f(> C'u
()n{T, d)
Ot

r/d =

In 0 - n(T.X) - nXX) |A(r,d)|^) (K

/
,/C2

1 (IG

^

where ryo =

relation (3.12):

JX-

—

.<yo ~

~

Q)|'^ + |A(t,d'i)!'

(3.13)

dehne
A(t) = A(r.di).

(3.14)

which is the held at the output of the hlter. This is the quantity for which
we wish to derive a dynamical ecpiation. It can be seen from hgnre 3.1 that
the light reaches the ontjnit con])ler between the hlter and the SOA, so the
laser out])nt light is related to the hlter output sini])ly by a factor of some
losses and the output coupling ratio. We can use equations (3.7) and (3.9)
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to obtain
1 (IG

go — G{T)—

A(t, C2)e 2

1^4(7-^ ^2)!^

Ig (Ir
(Jo - G(t) -

- 1) |A(r, (2)!^

fjo - G{t) -

- I) \A{T)f

(3.15)

(JG

7y (fh) - G{t) -

- 1) |A(r)|^) .

(3.16)

(It

3.2.4

Filter and periodic boundary conditions

The ring cavity recinires the ])eriodie bonndary condition
E(/.c + L) = F(/,c),

(3.17

wliich can be written in the new varial)les as
A{t + Ty, 0 = A(r, (^ + Tq).

(3.18)

The transforniation of the eleetrie hcdd by the filter is given by
E{uj, Z[ + L) = f{u;)E{ij, 24).

(3.19)

which (‘an be rewritten in the time domain to give, after the change of vari
ables.
A(r.Ci + To) =

r

f(T

- e)A{O.G)dO.

(3.20)

which combined with ecjiiations (3.18). (3.7) and (3.9) along with the defini
tion (3.14) gives
-4(r + Tn) =^/i<

I

f(T -

(3.21)

Here we have introduced k < 1 which is the atteimation factor which repre
sents the total losses during one cavity ronndtrip, inehiding output conpling,
various insertion losses, and losses in the long fibre. We assume that the
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Llteriiig element is Loreiitzian, with response fnnction
/(r) =

(3.22)

where E is the hlter bandwidth and D is the eentral freqneney of the filter.
This gives
.4(r + To) =v^ /

(3.23)

Dih'ereiitiation of ecinalion (3.23) with respect to r yields the following delay
differential ecinatiom
A{t) + (r - iQ) .4(r) = rAe^'^'<^-''''>.4(r - To).

(3.24)

The solution of e(jnation (3.24) can be written
.4(T + 7’o) = Ce'-'''-'“>^+ /

(3.2.5)

Tims ecpiation (3.24) is ecinivalent to equation (3.23) if C = 0. Letting
d = d + Tq. this places the following restriction on the initial conditions for
which the differential ecination (3.24) is equivalent to the integral ecpiation
(3.23);
.4(0) = /
(3.26)
However F is always positive, so the term
becomes negligible for
large r. We can safely ignore the restriction on the initial eonditions if we
are only interested in the long time behaviour of the system, but if we wish
to study a sinmlation starting from a specific initial history then some care
is recpiired.
Finally we eliminate the i^arameter E by normalising the time variable to
the filter bandwidth. We make the change of variables r ^
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f,

where E = Er,

3.3. CONTINUOUS WAVE SOLUTIONS

hence referred to simply as f. This gives the hiial pair of model equations
.4(/) + (1 - ?A) A{t]

- T)

(3.27)

G(0 = 4 0o-G(0- (e""'’-!) 1-4(00.

(3.28)

w here A = ii/h. "y = 7s/r, and T = FTo-

3.3
3.3.1

Continuous Wave Solutions
Static Filter

We begin by examining the static Liter regime for this system, where A is a
constant. In this case the model ecpiations have steady or continuous wave
(CW) solutions where the electric field envelope has the form A{t) =
and the gain variable is constant, G{f) = Go. By substituting tlmse into
('(lualions (3.27) and (3.28) we get the following:
~ Go —

— l) /?,

! + ((,„■-A) =

(3.29)
(3.30)

where R = |A()|^. These ecpiatioiis have many solutions, which correspond
to the many longitudinal modes of this long cavity laser. We number these
modes by an index n. If we let 0 =
+ ujT, then ecpiation (3.30) gives
1 =
A — uj

=

sin^ 0 + cos'^ 0

=

1

cos 6^,

(3.31)

AnO.
1 T (A —

(3.32)
uj)‘

(3.33)

which gives us the solution for G'o in terms of the frequency u;„.
Go — hi (l + (cc„ — A)^) — liiK.
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Substituting this into equation (3.29) gives an exj^ression for the mode in
tensity /?„. in terms of
R,

H {go - In (I + {ujn - A)^) + In K-;
1

K

(3.35)

[uJri

Substituting ecjiiation (3.34) into equation (3.30) and taking the argnmeiit
gives the following equation, which must be satished I)y the frequencies
M , O
\\\
''U
1 + (^’n — ^)^ 1
^
arg (I + i(ce„ - A)) = --In ( -------- --------- ) - cj^T.

(3.3C)

These fixHineiieies are very closely s])aeed when the delay T is long. The
intensity of these solutions flei)ends on the difference between the lilter central
frecineney and the solution
as shown in hgnre 3.2. As this fre({neiiey
differeiKX' becomes larger th(' intensity is reduced due to increased losses
through the filter. This ix'dneed light intensity means less dei)letioii of the
carriers and so the ('(inihl)rinm SOA gain is higher. Note that the ecinilibrinm
value of 6\) dei)ends on iu — A but not on the misatnrated gain (Jq. and so is
inde])eiid(mt of the current ai)])hed to th(' SOA.
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Figure 3.2: Plot of R (left) and Go (I’ight) versus frequency.

3.3.2

Quasistatic Filter Tuning

The regime of very slow filter timing is termed the qnasistatic regime. In
order to be sufficiently slow, the total movement of the Liter per ronndtrip
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must be iiiu(4i less than the hlter width. In experiments the filter sweep
])rohle was })eriodie with a very long period:
A(t) = D sin(6f),

(3.37)

where D is half the bandwidth of the sweep and eT << 1. The CM’ solution
for the static filter also applies in this case. The bandwidth of the filter
swec]) is iiinch larger than the filter width. In order to maintain lasing, the
frecinencv of light in the cavity must follow the filter frequency through its
sweep, which we will show occurs in two different ways.

First, the laser

can remain in narrow linewidth CM’ o])eration at a constant frecjuency for
some time.

M’hen the filter has moved too far away from this freciuency

there occurs a juni]) to similar CM’ operation at another freciuency. The
light fre(iuency follows the hlter via these discrete freciuency junq)S, which
are shown in detail in section 3.5. Second, the laser can enter a regime of
complex oscillations with a broader linewidth. The freciuency of this chaotic
oi)eration smoothly follows the hlter frc'quency, with no discrete jumps. Each
hltcT swcnq) dirc'ction ])roduc(^s one of thc^se l^ehaviours. This swec]) direction
asynunchry is observed in cx])eriment and simulation and can be (explained
by analysing the stability of the CM’ solution to the DDE model.

3.4
3.4.1

Experiment
Setup

The exi)cu'imental setup was a standard conhguration of an FDML laser as
shown in Fig. 1.9. The gain medium was provided by a semiconductor optical
ampliher (SOA) (Thorlabs, BOA 1132) with 32.1 clB small signal gain, 16.9
dBm saturation output power and 88.1 nm optical 3 clB bandwidth. The
anii)lihed spontaneous emission peak wavelength was 1303.8 nm. The SOA
had two incorporated isolators.

The wavelength selective element in the

cavity was a hbre Fabry-Perot tunable narrow band (50 pm) optical bandpass
hlter (MicronOptics) with about 20 THz free spectral range and 1.3 clB
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insertion loss. Eibre optical isolators with 42 dB peak isolation were })laeed
before and after the hlter to avoid ])arasitic back reheetions. The laser power
was oi)tiniized with a polarization controller. The total length of the cavity
was about 20 kin with most of this from a long SME-28 optical filire delay.
Exiieriments in the (piasistatie regime were also rmi with a shorter cavity with
a total length of approximately 17 in. The hlter was timed with an Agilent
33500 Series 30 MHz waveform generator. A 50/50 beam splitter was used as
an ont])nt coupler. An optical siiectrnm analyser, a DC-conpled broadband
12 GHz ])hotoreciever (Newjiort, 1554-B), and a real time oscilloscojic of 12
GHz bandwidth were used to analyse the laser ontiint.

3.4.2

Results

Tlu' 20kni and 17m cavity conhgnrations of tlu' lasi'r ('xhibiti'd vi'ry simi
lar behaviour in the cinasistatic regime. The GW’ solutions jiredicted by th('
mod('l can be observi'd. As the hlter freiinency is changi'd the mode fre(inency remains constant and tin' o])tical intensity of the mode changes with
th(' distance of the mode from tlu' hlter central freijncaicy in a manner con
sistent with eiination (3.35). Wdum this freiinency dih'eix'iice becomes large
enough the mode is no longer stable and the dynamics at this jioint depend
on the direction of the hlter timing. When the hlter is timed from low to high
wavelength (forward sweep) the' active mode will eventually become unsta
ble and the laser will jimi]) from one CW solution to another one at a longer
wavelength, with some transient oscillations between them. When the hlter
is timed from high to low wavelength (backward sweep), the mode encounters
a dih’erent kind of instability and the laser enters a regime of chaotic oscilla
tions. Figure 3.3 shows this sweep direction asymmetry. The laser remains
in chaotic ojieration if the hlter is kejit static or if the backward hlter sweep
is continued. If the hlter swee])s forward then chaotic ojieration is rejilaced
by CW ojieration. The 17ni and 20km cavities both exhiliit this behaviour,
which implies that these dynanii(‘s do not depend on the eh’ects of cavity
length, such as losses, dispersion and sensitivity of the hbre to environmen
tal temperature hnctnations. Tims the phenomenon appears to be generic
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for the geometry of the system and the lack of dispersion in the DDE model
should not prevent it from re])roducing and exjdaining these dynamics.

3

C/)

c

CD

Time (s)

Figure 3.3: Intensity as measured on the oscilloscope in a cpiasistatic regime
with 17ni cavity length. TIk' filter was swe])t i)eriodically over a range of 10
mil with a sweej) period of 10 s. The hlter wavelength is shown in red above
the intensity. Created by S. Slejineva [68].

3.5

Simulation

The model eciuations were numerically integrated using the Fortran code
‘■RADAR5” [26]. This is a code for nunierically solving general DDEs which
uses an ini})hcit Runge-Kntta method [33, 31, 30]. Most of the model pa
rameters can lie matched reasonably closely to the real laser although some
values are only roughly estimated since accurate values are not known, particailarly for the the ali)ha factor and gain relaxation rate. However the very
long cavity round trip time of the real laser would require an impractical
amount of computation to simnlate, so a much shorter round trip time was
used in simulation. Once the round trip time becomes sufficiently long the
system is in a regime of very long delay. All experimental results in this
chai)ter are in this regime. Further increasing the round trip time beyond
this iK)int does not change the ty])es of dynamics which are observed. The
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Time (a.u.)

Figure 3.4: Plot of intensity versus time from mnnerieal integration of model
ecinatioiis. with sweep direction asymmetry matching the exj^erimeiital re
sults. The paramr'ter values an' given in Tab. 3.1. The Liter wavelength is
shown ill red above the intensity.
valiK' of T ns('d in simulation is less than in the experiment but still long
eiiongh for the system to be in the rc'giiiu' of large delay, as is recpiired for
the stability analysis in the next section to be valid. This round tri]) time for
simulation was determined by rniming simnlatioiis with iiiereasiiig values of
T until the system was in a regime where further increases were not ehaiiging
the dyiiamies.
The simnlatioiis rejirodnee the experimentally observed sweej) direction
asymmetry as shown in hgnre 3.4. As the filter frecinciicy, A, moves relative
to the solution frecineney,
the laser remains in C\V operation with the
intensity and gain changing as a function of ce — A, given by equations (3.34)
and (3.35) and plotted in hgnre 3.2. Where the Liter sweep is approximately
linear, R and G as functions of time also follow curves similar to Lgnre 3.2.
Phase shifts from the Liter and from the aljilia factor will change as the Liter
moves, which alters the frequency of the mode, which must be a solution of
ecpiation (3.36). However the change in frequency is on the order of 1/T and
so is negligible for very large T. When co’ — A becomes too large then there is
either a jniii]) in frecpiency to another CW solution or a transition to chaos.
The frecinency ho]:>ping behaviour is shown in detail in Lgnre 3.5. A detailed
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Figure 3.5: Siiimlatioii with slow liiK'ar filter swee]). Light intensity is shown
on to]). Frecineiiev is shown below in units of the the hlter width, F, with the
instaiitaneons frecjnenev of A(f) in black and hlter central frecjnency in red.
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Figure 3.6: Intensity in chaotic regime over two cavity ronndtrijis (top) and
jiower sj)ectrnni of chaotic regime over hve cavity ronndtrips (bottom). The
hlter central frequency is -1.
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view of the ehaos is shown in Fig. 3.6. The ehaotic solntion appears close
to periodic* over several ronndtrii)s, but not in its long term evolution. The
parameter L ccnresponds to the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the
hlter. so the width of the power spectrum is roughly half of the HWHM. By
contrast, the CW solntion a])])roaehes an arbitrarily narrow linewidth over
time while it is stable, since no noise was added in simulation. The chaotic
regime persists as the backward frecinency sweej) is continued, or if the filter
is kei)t static. A transition from ehaos to CW occurs if the hlter is tuned in
the forward direction.
Table 3.1: Parameter values for ciuasistatic simulations
Physical Parameter
Filtca- FWHM
Cavity Length
Cavity round trij) time
Carrier relaxation rate
FrcHpu'iiey Sweep Ani}ditnde
LiiK'ar attenuation factor
Liianvidth enhancement factor
Unsaturat(Hl gain per roundtrii)

3.6
3.6.1

Value
10 GHz
1.9 111
6.4 ns
3.1 GHz
25 GHz
0.2
3.0
3.0

Model Parameter

Value

T
7
r

200
0.1
5
0.2
3.0
3.0

H

a
fh)

Continuous Wave Solution Stability
Introduction

We investigate the stability of the CW solutions by following the api)roach
laid out in [83, 84, 54]. First we write dynamical ecpiations for new vari
able's //(/) and 2(f), which are combined into the vector x{t) and repre
sent a j)cuturl)ation to a CW solution. We then linearise these ecinations
at ij{f) = z(t) = 0. As is standard for linear stability analysis, we wish to
calculate the eigenvalues, Ajt, of the new linear ecpiation. The linear ecpiation
has solutions of the form
and so eigenvalues with positive real parts
represent ])erturbations which grow in time and hence instability.
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The apin’oacli used here involves ealculatiiig the eigenvalues in the limit
of large delay. In this ease there are two families of eigenvahies with different
scaling ])roperties as T —> oc. There is the ‘strong spectrum' consisting of
a hnite number of eigenvalues, which in the limit of large T converge to the
eigenvalues of the system without the delay terms. There is also the d)sendocontimions s])ectrnm' containing an inhnite number of eigenvalues whose real
parts scale as l/T as T -o- oc. In this limit, these eigenvalues accnmnlate
along a finite nnml)er of continnons curves, which resemble the eigenvalue
si)ectra of si)atially (.extended systems. The two types of instalrilities seen
in the j)sendocontinnons s])ectrnm are called modnlational-type and Turingtype instabilities, by analogy with si)atially extended systems [85]. The na
ture of these instabilities is ex])lain('d in section 3.6.4. Each hlter sweej:)
direction results in one of these instabilities which each ])rodnce a different
kind of transition to another solution, which ex])lains tlu' sweep direction
asvmmetrv.

3.6.2

Linearisation

We begin with a CW solution .4(f) = \/7?c*‘"'' and G{f) = Co. with /?. uo
and G() given by ('(^nations (3.34). (3.35). and (3.36). Now consider a new
solution, which is a CW solution with some i)erturbation described by the
new variables .t/(f) and z{i)\
A{f ) =

(v7? + /y(f)^ exp [iuot + ?0),

[3.38)
;3.39)

G{i) = Co + -(f).

Substituting this into ecjuations (3.27) and (3.28) yields ecpiations of the form
( Fi (x.xt) ^

.r(f)

Fi
^t)
\ F:i(x.XT) )
(•?•
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where
Re{y(0} \

x{t) =

(3.41)
V

^(0

y

Here we are using the eonveiitioiial shorthand, x — x{f) and xp = x{i — T).
The system (3.40) eaii now ])e ajyproximated by the system of linear equations
dfX =

(3.42)

+ r^Xp^

where
is the nsnal Jaeo})iaii with n\speet to x and ^ is the Jaeo])iaii with
res])eet to xp. both evaluated at x = Xp = 0.

/

-1

.c/ =

u.’-A

:3.43)

-1

\ — 2y \/7? ( —1 +

0

-7

+ l)

/

and
1

.0*^ =
V

id -A ^(a(A~oj) + -l) \

A — uj

1

— ^(a —A + cj^

0

0

0

:3.44)

J

This system is a liiK'arisation of ecpiations (3.27) and (3.28) aroniid a CW
solution of fre(ineney uj. This system has solutions of the form x{f) = xi,.e^^'^

3.6.3

Eigenvalues

The eharacteristie equation for this system is
det

+

+

= 0.

(3.45)

This ecination has inhnitely many solutions. Eigenvalues with large imagi
nary i)arts eorrespond to o])tieal frecjneiieies far away from the filter eentral
frecjneney and eorrespond to solutions whieh are suppressed l)y the filter and
so will always have negative real parts. A snl)set of eigenvalues need to l)e
ealenlated to determine stability. These ean be eompnted iinmerieally but as
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T l)ecoiiies larger the mode s])aciiig l^ecomes smaller and more eigenvalues
will be within the region whieh is relevant to stability. Computing all of these
eigenvalues nnmerieally beeonies impraetieal for very large T.
Instead we follow the approach employed in [84] and find an analytical
api)roxiniation to the eigenvalues in the limit of large T. In this limit all
eigenvalues fall into one of two distinct families of eigenvalues [54] wliose real
I)arts have different sealing properties as T ^ oc. There is a finite set of
discrete eigenvalues known as the strong spectrum with Re(A) ~ 1 for large
T. which are approximated by the eigenvalues of the system dtx{t) = ccVT(f).
There is also the so-called ])sendocontinuons si)ectrnni with Re(A) ~ 1/T.
These eigenvalues can be ai)])roximated Iw a set of continuous lines through
the coni])lex ])lane. along which the eigenvalues cluster more closely as T
becomes larger.
The characteristic ecination for the system without the delay terms is
(let ( —A/ + .(Y) = 0,

::L46)

which has the eigenvalues
A = —7 (1 + c^'"/?) ,

A = — 1 ± /(cc — A),

(3.47)

All of tlic'se eigenvalues have negative real i)arts which inii)hes that the full
system has no strongly unstable eigenvalues for large T.

3.6.4

Pseudocontinuous spectrum

In order to calculate the psendoc'ontinuons s})ectrnm we write A as a series
of terms of increasing i)owers of l/T. From [85] we know that the largest
term of the real part is O(^). Intuitively, these eigenvalues correspond to
dynamics which occur once per cavity roimdtrip, such as passage of light
through the SO A or filter. This means that for some perturbation to the
electric held, this part of the spectrum deals with its effects which occur
when one ronndtrip time has ])asse(L i.e. when the light has made its way
around the cavity, and at each subsecpient ixmndtrip. The rate at which such
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a ])erturl)ation grows or shrinks is inversely proj)ortionaI to the ronndtrip
time. To hrst order we have
A=

+

//I + ?Ui

(3.48)

T

where z/q. /P and i^i are real. The characteristie equation can be ai)proxiniated
by
(let ( —
+ V/J*) = 0.
(3.49)
whcn-e Y =
')

= (7

— l)

R}

((1 — 1) ((lC — A)^ + l) + 7/y()(a(a; — A) — 1))

+ 1) + zTo) ((1 — l)”(a; — A)"^ + ( —zTq + 1 — 1)'^) ,

(3.50)

a s('cond order polynomial in V with two solutions for V(/7)). Finally we can
niak(' an ai)})roximation for //j as a fmiction of //q,
(3.51

fhM = -Be [hiy'(zyo)] •
At /^o = 0 we have two solutions.
Hi = u\ = 0, and //] = —Re In

1 + c^"‘>7?

1+R

<

0

.

(3.52)

The hrst of these solutions corresponds to the zero eigenvalne which exists
(hie to the the })hase shift invariance of the model. The second corresponds
to an eigenvalue with negative real jiart. In the limit T
oc each solution
//j(zz()) corre^sponds to a branch of densely packed eigenvalues A = ivoY
^
The imaginary parts behave as zza- ~ 2Tik/T with Uk+\ —
= 27r/T equal to
th(' freipieiicy spacing of the cavity modes.
We investigate the stability of the CW solutions by examining the fmictions /zi(z/o) ill the (z^oUb) plmiP (Fig. 3.7). Positive values of //i imply
eigenvalues with positive real part and hence instability. This method of
determining instability is accurate for large enough T and is independent of
the sjiecihc value of T used.
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Figure 3.7: Beal part of eigenvalues as a function of iiiiagiiiary part for a solu
tion with (a) no instability, (b) Turing-type instability and (c) IModulationaltyi)e instability.
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Two distinct types of iiistal)ility have I)eeii found. These are classihed
by analogy to instabilities of spatially extended systems. A niodulationallike instability occurs where eigenvalues with small non-zero k-numbers have
crossed the imaginary axis (Fig. 3.7(c)). The modulational-hke instability
of a given mode is associated with the growth of ])erturbations of the closest
longitudinal modes. A Turing-like instability occurs where eigenvalues with
sufficiently large A-numbers. centred around some |A-| = A’q. acquire positive
real parts (Fig. 3.7(b)). The Turing-like instability of a given mode is asso
ciated with the growth of i)erturbations of longitndinal modes at some hnite
difference in fixxjnency from the C\\" solution. These are referred to simply
as Turing or modulational instabilities henceforth.
A CW solution is modulationally unstable when the ineciuality
> 0
holds, so that the zero eigenvalue is a local minimmn of //A/zq) at
= 0.
This condition can be rewritten in tlu' form
,

^

,,, ^ 2(l + o^)(l + U''-/?)(A-a.’U

(\

:3.53)

It follows that a mode at th(' hlt('r c('ntral freciiiency. a; = A, is not niodnlationally unstable. Modulational instability sets in when |u; — A| becomes
large enough.
Fig. 3.8 shows the value of uc.’ —A for which each tyi)e of instability occurs,
for a range of values of o. The location of the modnlational instability was
determined analytically using the condition (3.53). The location of the Tur
ing instability was calculated numerically at each value of a. The bisection
method was employed to hnd the value of a; — A at which a local maximum
of //Ak)) (where /zq ^ 0) crosses the izo ^xisAt a = 0. Fig. 3.8 shows that the stability is symmetric with res])ect to
I)ositive or negative u; — A. Turing instability occurs hrst on both sides. The
plot becomes asymmetric as o increases. For large enough values of q we see
that a modulational instability occurs hrst on one side and a Turing instabil
ity on the other side as |cc — A| increases. This means that as the difference
between the mode freciuency and the filter central frecinency increases, the
ty])e of instability which occurs de])ends whether the Liter is moving to higher
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or lower freciuency. This explains the sweep direction asynnnetry which has
been observed in ex])eriment and in simulation.
Fig. 3.9 shows the effect of the carrier relaxation rate 7 on the stability
of a solution, at a = 2. The position of the modnlational instability does not
de])end on 7. For 7 < 0.025 modnlational instability does not occnr because
Turing instability is encoimtered hrst on both sides. There is a range of 7
values where increasing or decreasing u/’ —A results in modnlational or Turing
instability respectively. This region inclndes the value used in simulations,
7 = O.I. For large values of 7. i.e. fast carriers, only modnlational instability
occurs. On the negative uj — A side, the Turing instability merges into the
modnlational one as 7 increases, resulting in there being only modnlational
instability for “) largc'r than approximately 0.24. Since the ('X])erimentally
obsc'i’ved swch'J) dirc'ction asymm(4rv exists only for an intermcHliate range of
7 valuers, a niod(4 which c^x})lains the asymmetry cannot be sim])hfied through
an assumption of very fast or very slow carrier dynamics, as is somcTimc's done
in models of scmiiconductor lasers.
4'he modulational instability corresi)onds to the transition to chaos which
occurs during the ciuasistatic decreasing wavelength sweep. This suggests
that the modulational instability is a supercritical bifurcation in the sense
that it rc^sults in the creation of a stable oscillating solution from the desta
bilization of the CW rc'giine. The decreasing wavelength sweep results in a
Turing instability. This instability results in a frecpiency jump to another
mode, with the jump in fre(|uency of the order of 27rA-o/T. This suggests that
the Turing instability is subcritical in the sense that the solution creatcxl
from the destabilization of the original mode is also unstable.
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Figiirr 3.8: Plot showing tlu' locations of Tnring-type (dotted line) and
Modnlational-ty])e (solid line) instability of CW solutions with res])eet to
the linewidth enhaneeiiKait faetoi’. n, ;\nd to th(' dilference between the mode
frecineney and the hlter central frecinency, uj — A.
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Figure 3.9; Plot showing the locations of Tnring-type (dotted line) and
Modnlational-type (solid line) instal)ihty of CW solutions with respect to
the normalised carrier relaxation rate, y, with a = 2.
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Chapter 4
Short Cavity Swept Source
Lasers
4.1

Introduction

Ill this cliaiiter we ('xaiiiiiie the (lyiiaiiiics of lasers where the total motion
of the filter during one eavity round trij) is a signiheant fraction of the filter
width. This dynamical regime is distinct from the (jiiasistatie ease, where
the hlter motion over a single round trip is negligibly small. Lasers of this
tyjie use a nmch shorter eavity than FDML lasers. We ajijily the DDE model
to such a laser and eonpiare simulations based on the model to experimental
measiirements of a eommercial laser. We show that the model explains the
dynamies of the laser, and we use the model to make predictions alioiit the
})erfornianee of lasers with different jiaraineters. We investigate the tradeoffs
to be made between sweep rate, linewidth and output power.

4.2

Single Roundtrip Post-Filtering Limit

In practical OCT ai)])hcations, the fastest possible filter sweep rate is desir
able as it allows faster image acquisition. A naive estimate for the maximmn
l)ossible sweep rate at which lasing can occur is given by the so-called single
romidtri}) - i)ost filtering limit, hrst described by Huber et al. [39]. This
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limit is the freciiieiicy sweep rate at which the movement of the filter during
the cavity round trip time is greater than the filter width. In this case light
at any ])articnlar freciuency can be transmitted through the filter only once,
since the light would be outside the filter passband on the next round trip.
This estimate for the maximmn sweep rate is given by
IT
Y'

(4.1)

where IT is the hlter width. Here we use the Eull Width at Half Maximmn
(FWHM) of the hlter for a rough estimate. The sweep speed has units of
freciuency ])er unit time and is given in GHz/ns. Beyond this sweej) rate limit
th(' ex])ected out])nt light would be Amphhed Si)ontaneons Emission, hltered
once. To acTieve faster swec^j) rates, either a shorter cavity or a broader hlter
must be used. The benehts and drawbacks of a broader hlter are discussc'd
later in this cha])ter. For a ])ractical OCT laser in this operating regime, a
short cavity is recpiired.

4.3

Experiment

The laser used for ex])eTiments was a commercial laser for OCT, produced by
Axsun Technologies [7]. This laser c-onsists of a Fal)ry-Perot cavity contain
ing a semiconductor optical ami)hher (SOA). One of the rehective facets is
a tunable rehective hlter and the other is a partially rehective mirror wliicT
are connected to the SOA via optical hbres. The total cavity length is ap
proximately 10 cm. The laser wavelength sweeps over 104 inn with a centre
wavelength of 1307 inn and a sweep rate of 50 kHz. More information on
the laser is available in references [25. 4]. The average output power directly
from the laser was 35 niW. Fibre-o])tic attenuators of nj) to -25 dB total attennation were used to reduce the laser power. A hbre oj^tical isolator with
42 (IB ])eak isolation was jolaced after the laser output in order to avoid back
r('h(X'tions.
The laser output was analysed in the time domain with a DC-conpled
12 GHz photoreceiver (Newport. 1554-B) and a real time oscilloscope of 12
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of the eeiitral wavelength of the out])ut. Plots of
the intensity at the marked ])oiiits are shown in Fig. 4.2. The inset shows
tii(' optical si)eetrnm as measured on th(' OSA. Created oy S. Sie])neva [G7].
GHz bandwidth. TIk' sj^eetral behaviour of the system was analysed using
an optical s])eetrnni aiialyscT (OSA. A(^G317B) with a resolution of 15 ])m
and with an ek'cti ieal speetrnm aiialys('r of 2G GHz bandwidth. TIk' oj)tic-al
s])('etrnm is shown inset in Fig. 4.1.
In order to match the dynamical behaviour with the s])eetral ]X)sition
and swecj) S])eed the laser's ont])nt was mixed with a tmiabk' laser source
(TLS) of 100 kHz liiiewidth (Agilent 81G4B). The intensity of the mixed
light was observed in the oseilloseo})e, where ‘beating' was observed while
the frecpiencT differcaiee between the two lasers was within the oseilloseo])e
bandwidth. By varying the wavelength of the tunable laser source, this
heterodyne teelmicine allowed the reeoiistrnetioii of the tem])oral evolution
of the o])tical wavelength of the swe])t source, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The inset shows the average optical speetrnm as measured on the OSA.
The duration of the forward (inereasiiig wavelength) sweep was 12 ps, from
the minimnm to maximnm wavelength values. The plot of wavelength over
time is close to linear over most of this sweep. The duration of the backward
wavelength sweej) was approximately 8ps. The backward swee}) is likely
made as short in duration as ])ossible since it is not used for imaging. More
recent Axsnn lasers have the SOA switched off during the backward sweep.
The reasons for the relatively ])oor imaging ])erformance of the backward
G9
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Figure 4.2: Representative intensity traees. Sub-fignre lal)els (a), (b) (c) ete.
eorrespond to the ])oints with the same labels in Fig. 4.L Created by S.
Sle])neva [67].
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sweep relative to the forward sweep will be addressed later in this cha])ter.
The forward sweejj is slower than the inaxininni i)ossible tuning speed of
the filter. Possible reasons for this are discussed in the theory section of
this cha])ter in terms of tradeoffs between sweej) rate, coherence time, and
ontimt ])ower. The intensity dynamics are asymmetric with resj)ect to sweep
direction. We shall see that this asymmetry is not simply due to different
swee]) s])eeds bnt that there is an inherent asymmetry related to the sweej)direction. Several distinct dynamical regimes were observed dej)ending on
the hlter s])eed and direction. These regimes all exist within one period of
the hlter sweej) as shown in Fig. 4.2, with the snb-hgnre lal)els corresi)onding
to the ])oints marked on Fig. 4.1.
Th(' forward ])art of the wavelength sweej) iiu'lndes j)oints (a) through (e)
in Fig. 4.2. At (a), near the turning j)oint of the sweej) where the wavelength
is changing very slowly, the ontj)nt moves from one stal)le ontj)nt to another
sej)arated by a transient j)nlse j)ack('t. By mixing the outj)nt with the TLS
again, the fiXHjnency behaviour in this regime was analysed. In Fig. 4.3
we see that the ontj)nt is jnnij)ing from one constant frecjnency ontj)nt to
another and so we describe the regime as niode-hoj)j)ing. As the sweej) sj)eed
increases the transients move closer together and hnally merge, close to (1)).
For the next j)art of the sweej). between (b) and (d), the sweej) rate is
almost constant, (c) shows the laser intensity in this region, which is used for
imaging and consists of aj)j)roximately j)eriodic j)nlsations with a j)eriod close
to the ronndtrij) time of the laser cavity. This j)nlsed oj)eration is reminiscent
of mode-locking bnt while the intensity is almost periodic, the j)hase cannot
be j)eriodic. because of the frecjnency sweej). This regime will be examined in
detail in the theoretical section. Close to the nj)j)er turning j)oint where the
hlter sweej) slows down ((d), (e) and (f)), the laser returns to mode hoj)j)ing.
Snl)-hgnre (g) shows the j)oint on the backward sweej3 where the tran
sients merge. At high sj3eeds the backward sweej) also exhibits j)nlsing bnt
j)nlses are not regular, (h), (i) and (j) show this chaotic j)iilse train where the
sweej) rate is at its highest. The transition from chaos back to niode-hoj)j)ing
is shown in (k). Finally, (1) shows mode hoj)j)ing close to the bottom turning
j)oint.
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Eigure 4.3: Laser dyiiaiiiics at low filter si)eed. The zero i)oiiit on the time
axis eorresj)oiids to the ehange of the sweej) direetioii at 125511111. (a) Intensity
and (h) evolution of the beating fre(|nen(\v. The y-axis in (b) shows the
frcaineney of the ontiint relative to the freiinenev of tlu' TLS. Created by S.
SlejiiK'va [67].

4.4

Model Parameters

There is an issue with the apjilieation of the DDE model to this laser in
that the DDE model is based on a ring eavity while the Axsmi laser is a
Eabry-Perot cavity. Light in the Axsmi cavity makes two trijis throngh the
SOA (hiring each romidtri}) and its pulsed operation consists of two pulses
l)er ronndtri]). In making simnlations to compare with exjieriniental data
from the Axsmi laser, we use a ring cavity with half the length of the Axsiin
laser, which produces the same pulse rate with one pulse per round trip.
Other iiaranieters are estimated since exact values are not known. In spite
of the different cavity length and inexact jraranieters the simnlations exhibit
remarkably similar dynamics to the experiment, as shown in figure 4.4, which
suggests that these dynamics are quite general for lasers of this type. A full
list of ])aranieters is given in talde 4.1.
Eor this laser we make sinmlations of the electric held in a 'reference
frame' which is moving with the Liter. This new frame is referred to as the
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Tal)le 4.1: Parameter values for simulations, with both physical laser param
eters and corres])on(hng normalised model parameters.
Physical Parameter
Filter FWHM
Carrier relaxation rate
Cavity round trip time
Linear attennation factor
Linewidth enhancement factor
Unsaturated gain ])er roundtri])

Value
15 GHz
1 GHz
0.4 ns
0.2
3.0
5.0

Model Parameter

Value

7
T
K
a
9o

0.02
18.85
0.2
3.0
5.0

’hlter frame' while the original frame is called the dab frame’. Substituting
A{t) = c/(f)ex]) i A('r)r/r , where a{f) is the electric held envelope in the
reference' frame of the hlter. into eeiuation (3.27) yields
(i{t) + a{t) =va-exp

n\

1

G{t — T) — i /

Jt-T

a{i - T).

(4.2)

In this frame the hlter remains at zero frecjuency and a{f) undergoes a fre(jneiicy shift with each round trij). This hlter frame a])])roach is discussed in
more detail in Se'ction 5.4.
To analyse each of the dynamical regimes we run diherent simulations,
each with a constant sweep s])e('d A(f) = st. Looking at Pig. 4.1, it can
be seen that over the time scale of the dynamics shown in Fig. 4.2, an
approximation of linear frecpiency sweep is reasonable. Then the integral in
ecpiation (4.2) becomes
A(r)dr = sTt — sT‘^/2, where the second term
describes a constant phase shift and can be omitted without loss of generality.
Thus we get the new system of ecpiations
u{f)

K

C(0 = 7,9

ex])
{% -

1 — ia

G{f -T)- isTt a(t - T).

G(0 -

- 1) |n(f)l5

(4.3)
(4.4)

The equations (4.3) and (4.4) were then integrated numerically at different
sweej) speeds and directions determined by the absolute value and the sign
of the i)arameter s*, respectively.
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4.5

Simulations

As well as rei)roducing the experimentally observed behaviour of the system
as shown in Fig. 4.4, the model can also be used for the interpretation of
the o])eration regimes and their ])otential optimization. The niode-hoj^ping
region of slow hlter tuning near the turning point of the Liter sweep is similar
to the cpiasistatic regime for the long cavity discussed in chapter 3. However,
this laser cavity is much shorter and the stability analysis of chapter 3 does
not a])])ly. The short cavity laser always settles into single mode operation
when the hlter is static. There is no chaotic regime for a slow or static hlter.
Slow hlter tuning will always result in a jump to another single longitudinal
cavity mode once the hlter central frequency moves too far from the mode
frecpieiiey, similar to the behaviour of the long cavity laser during the (giasistatie forward wavelength sweep. This mode hoi)ping behaviour is shown in
Fig. 4.4 (b). The transient betwe^en single mode solutions includes intensity
oscillations with a ])eriod close to the round trij) time. We inter])ret this
as interferc'iiee between adjacent cavity modes as one mode is destabilised
and the system relaxes into another stable mode. Increasing the sweej) rate
reduces the amount of time each mode is stable while the duration of the
transient remains of the same order of magnitude. The duration of CW
o])('ration between transients decreases until successive transients merge.
In the regime of niode-hoi)ping with well separated transients, the si)6x-trmn consists primarily of one cavity mode during CW operation and two
modes during the transients. Once the transients merge then multiple modes
can be simultaneously active. New modes can be activated via four-wave
mixing in the SOA, allowing a transfer of coherence between modes. This
coherence transfer is a kind of mode-locking which results in a periodic pulse
train in the intensity for the forward sweej). with the central frequency of
the si)ectruni moving with the frequency sweep. This is sliding frequency
mode-locking, a phenomenon hrst observed in hbre lasers with a static op
tical hlter and a frequency shifting element within the cavity [65, 70]. This
kind of laser resenil)les the ‘hlter frame' view of the swept source laser used
here, where the hlter sweep is replaced with a frequency shift by transfor74
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Figure 4.4: Figures ou the left are experimental. Figures on the right are
numerical, (a) and (b) show zooms of mode-hopping behaviour close to the
turning ])oint at a sweep speed of O.I GHz/ns: (c) and (d) show zooms of
the ])eriodic ])ulse train from the forward part of the wavelength sweep at a
sweep speed of -I GHz/ns; (e) and (f) show zooms of the chaotic output from
the backward part of the sweep at a sweep speed of 1.3 GHz/ns. From [67].
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Illation of variables in the DDE model. Sliding frequency mode-locking has
also been used to generate short pulses in a laser containing a frequency
swee])ing hlter [3]. The backward sweep also produces jinlses but they are
not ])eriodic. This asymmetry is due to the non-zero a factor of the SOA,
since four-wave mixing with an o factor preferentially transfers optical power
to longer wavelengths.
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Figure 4.5: Light intensity over time for the forward sweep with four different
swee]) s])eeds.
We can make an aiiiiroxiniation of the minimal sweej) speed required for
mode-locking based on the re(|nirenient that the transients must hrst merge
ill the mode hopping regime. The size of the frecpiency juniiis and the range
of hlter freciuency for which each mode is stable are constant. The fre(|nency
swe])t l)v the hlter between two successive hops is therefore also constant.
The duration of the transient is approximately constant. The merging of
transients and the potential for mode-locking occurs when the time between
successive hops is of the same order as the duration of a transient. We can
therefore approximate the minimum sweep-speed for mode-locking (df/(if)rmn
as the ratio of the frequency sweep between two successive transients A/ and
the duration of the transient At. This simple apiiroxiniation is consistent
with simulation. As sweej) si)eed is increased in simulation, mode-locking
occurs shortly after the merging of transients. However there is a region
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of quasi-periodic i)iiIsation after this merging and before the formation of
periodic pulses, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Fignn' 4.0: Nmnerieally sininlat(Hl average onti)nt i)ower versus sweej) speed
for different hlten widths. From [07].
Figure 4.0 shows a plot of the average' laser ont])nt ])ower versus sweep
S])eed for various hlter widths. In all eases a static filter produces the greatest
output ])ower. For the narrowest Liters the })ower dro])s steadily as the sweej)
s] )eed increases. Snfheiently broad filters ])rodnee a a local maxinmm in
])Ower after an initial droj) off. This increase in ])ower is due to the sliding
frequency mode-locking and the non-linear effects of the SOA on short j)nlses.
which will be disenssed in the next section. The niode-hoi)i)ing behavionr
disai)])ears at a])])roximately 1 GHz/ns so for the majority of each curve the
laser is in a mode-locked regime. There is no lo(‘al inaxiiimm with a very
narrow hlter because there are not enough cavity modes within the hlter
bandwidth at any one time to form short i)ulses. Power eventually reduces
to very low values for all hlter widths, ending with a switch-off of lasing
emission.
The single roundtrij) - jrost hltering limit described above gives a sini})le
aj) j)roxiniation of the maximum j)ossible sweep si)eed. Based on this limit,
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we expect the sweep si)ee(l to be limited by the ratio of the hlter width
and the cavity rouiid-trii) time. However, non-linear wave mixing may allow
ns to exceed this limit. Fig. 4.7 (a) shows a plot of the maximnm speed
versus the hlter width. The maximmn sj^eed is dehned as the sweep speed
at which lasing ceases, when the sweep speed is gradually increased. The
graph is clearly well ai)])roxiniated by a line. The simple sweej) s})eed limit
above would give a slope of \/T — 2.5 ns“^, but the slope of the line found is
~ 3 ns~L Lasing is maintained at faster sweep rates than the sinii)le estimate
allows.
10

Figmx' 4.7: Nmnerically simnlat('d average ontjint j)ower versus swee]) speed
for different hlter widths. From [67].
Increasing the hlter width enables a faster sweep speed. This conies at
the cost of broader optical linewidth, which is a major drawback for OCT
a])])hcation. We investigate this linewidth increase by taking a hxed average
ontjmt })ower of 0.6 as shown on Fig. 4.6 and hnding the corresponding
sweej) s])eed for different hlter widths. We then compute the linewidth of
the instantaneons sjiectrmn dehned as the square root of the second central
moment^ of the jiower spectrmn, given by
A,/' =/(./■-

fcY PifW:

(4.5)

L4 measure of linewidth. The hrst raw moment is the mean. The second central
moment is the mean of the square of the distance from the hrst raw moment, known as
the variance.
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where / is frequeney, P{f) is the power spectrum and fc = / fP{f)df is the
central frecpieiicy. As seen in Fig. 4.7 (b), the linewidth increases linearly.
Tims, if a certain output power is required, sweep si)eed can be increased
by using a broader Liter, at the cost of a directly proportional increase in
linewidth. This is an important result with regard to applications. The
instantaneons linewidth iiifineiices the sensitivity roll-off in OCT. This means
that a broader Liter can shorten OCT image acquisition time, at the cost of
a decrease in imaging dej)th. A trade off must be made between these two
key })arameters.

4.6

Non-linear Effects of Semiconductor Optical Amplifier

44i(' ])eriod of the ])nls(\s in the sliding frtHjneney mode-loeking regime is not
ecinal to tlu' ronnd tri]) time. The o])tical Lltering has an associated gronj)
delay which increase's the' ])nlse jK'riod. The de])letion of carriers during a
pulse results in earlier ])arts of the ])nlse receiving more gain, which shifts
th(' ])eak of the ])nlse and shortens the peak to peak period. To investigate
effect of the SOA we take the held envelope, A{t), and the gain, G{t) for
one ])nlse from a simnlation and calculate the held after passage through the
SOA. The held after anii)hLeation is given by
Aa{f) = exp

1

m

G{1)

Ait).

(4.6)

Figure 4.8 shows the intensity, gain, and anipliffed intensity for two sweep
si)eeds. There is a small but visible movement of the pulse peak. The gain
plot shows that the gain is Ireing depleted thronghont the i)nlse and recovers
gradually between pulses.
Another effect of the carrier depletion during a pulse is a frequency shift.
This frequency shift ini])arted by the SOA, Sf, is the rate of change of the
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Figure 4.8: Plots of iiuiiierically simulated pulses showing intensity, gain
variable, intensity after j)assing through SOA, and the frecpieiiey shift from
the SOA. The left eohnmi was simulated with an experimentally relevant
sweej) sj)eed of 1.64 GHz ns“^ and the right eolnnin has five time that sweep
speed. The dotted line marks the ])eak of the intensity before ani]3hhcation.
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])liase shift due to the a factor,
<5/ = j^{-iaG{t)/2).

(4.7)

This frequency shift is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4.8. We can see that
a shorter, more intense, i)ulse produces more rapid carrier depletion and
therefore a greater frequency shift. In the forward sweep direction, a greater
frecpiency shift means that losses dne to the filter movement are reduced. In
Fig. 4.8 the left and right columns correspond to per-roundtrij) filter motion
of 0.63 GHz and 3.16 GHz respectively. Of course, a shorter pulse also has a
broader s])ectruni, and so the a])ihty of this fre(|nency shift to compensate for
the filter motion is limited ])y the Liter bandwidth. The pulse shape which
minimises losses involves a trade-off between losses due to filter motion and
losses due to Liter width. These dynamics are the time domain explanation
of the non-linear wave mixing described above. During the backward swe^ep,
th(' frecjnency shift is in the o])i)osite direction from the Liter motion, which
('X])lains the sweej) diix'ction asymmetry.
If th(' parameter related to carrier relaxation rate,
were nincli larger
the gain would always be close to its ecpiilibrium value for the intensity at
any given instant. The gain would recover completely as the i)ulse tails oL’.
44iis would ])roduce fixxiuency shifts in two directions on either side of the
l)nlse. Th(' carrier dynamics are essential to the dynamics of this laser. If
the c-arrier dynamics were slower then a longer roundtrii) would be rcxpiired
to allow the gain to recover. The experimental laser cavity includes a few
cm of o])tical Ll)re, the only purpose of which appears to be to lengthen the
cavity. We can s])eculate that the cavity length allows snfLcient time for gain
recovery between pulses, although the parameters of the laser are not known
j)recisely enough to coiiLnn this.
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Chapter 5
Fourier Domain Mode-Locking
5.1

Introduction

Ill order to achieve a liigli fre(iueiK‘y swei'p rate in a short cavity laser, the'
])rol)l('iii which needs to be overcome is that of activating siibseiinent cavity
niod(\s (piickly enough to kec}) up with the hlter. In an FDML laser this
problem is avoided by making the cavity long enough that the hlter sweep
lieriod can be matched to the cavity round triji time. In this case the motion
of the hlter during one cavity ronndtrip is a complete sweej), so that the
net hlter disiilacement ])er ronndtrip is very small. Light which is hltered at
a iiarticnlar frecinency travels aronnd the cavity and enters the hlter again
when the hlter has returned to that same frecpiency. Light does not need
to be frecpiency shifted, or hltered out and replaced, since light c'overing the
full bandwidth of the hlter sweep is contained in the cavity at the same
time. This broadband light consists of many cavity modes which must have
a specihe jihase relationship to each other in order to produce a frequency
sweej). This hxed phase relationship between modes implies a kind of modelocking. Usually the term mode-locking refers to a phase relationship between
cavity modes which i)rodnces i)nlses. This mode-locking, which produces a
frecpiencv sweep, is known as Fourier Domain Mode-Locking or FDML.
There are two main regimes in which a laser designed for FDML can
oj^erate. There is the FDML regime, where the frequency of the optical
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filter is swej)t with a period inatching the eavity round-trip time. This is
the ])rimary regime of interest. Lasing can also be achieved I)y keeping the
hlter static, or moving it so slowly that the dynamics are the same as for the
static filter. This is the so-called qnasistatic regime which was explored in
Chapter 2.
In reality the filter sweep will never be perfecdly matched to the ronnd-tri])
time, because the fibre is dispersive and is effected by external temperature
changes. Ronndtrii) time is a fnnction of wavelength in a dispersive hbre
cavity, so the hlter cannot be synchronised to the entire broad frcxpiency
swee]). Eor this reason we also study the qnasi-EDML regime, where the hlter
period is very C'lose to, but not exactly matching, the ronnd-tri]) time. The
difference between the hlter frecinency and the ronndtri]) frecjnency, ffuter — ^^
is r('ferred to as the detnning. Each of these regimes is studied using the DDE
model by choosing an ai)})ro})riate fnnction A{f) for the hlter sweej) j)rohle.

5.2

Fourier Domain Mode-Locking Experiment

Ex])erinients in the EDML regime were conducted using the same setnj),
shown in Figure 1.9. that was used for the (luasistatic ex])erinients described
in Cha])ter 2. In order to match the hlter ])eriod to the ronndtri]), only
the longer 20 km cavity could be used. The freciuency corresponding to the
round tri]) in the ring cavity was 10.175.C87 Hz. Fig. 5.1 shows the laser
intensity over time with a detuning of ±15 mHz. The detuned FDML regime
exhibits a sweep direction asymmetry similar to the qnasistatic regime. One
half of the swee]) consists of jumps in fre(]ueiK“y between intervals of sta
ble CW o])eration, while the other consists of a complex oscillating output.
For ])ositive detuning the mode hopping regime occurs during the forward
(increasing wavelength) sweep and the chaotic o])eration occurs during the
backward sweep, which matches the qnasistatic case. For negative detun
ing these regimes switch ])laces. with iuni])s during the l)ackward sweep and
chaos during the forward swee]). This result suggests that the dynamical
regime is determined by the net motion of the hlter over the cavity roundtrip
time. For ])ositive detuning the net hlter motion matches the qnasistatic case
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and for negative detnning the motion is reversed. This idea will be explored
in more detail using the DDE model.
To investigate the inhiienee of ehroniatie dispersion in experiment, the
eentral frecpieney of the hlter sweej) was varied through the range 1297 inn
to 1342 nm, while keejiing the width of the sweej) constant. The jioint of
miniinmn dispersion is ajiproximately in the centre of this range. Eor suffi
ciently large detiming the intensity dynamies remain (pialitatively nnehanged
thronghont this range, demonstrating that dispersion plays a weak role, if
any. in these dynamic's. Disjiersion has signiheant cffiects at vctv small de
tnning. which are not (Explored further here.
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Eignre 5.1: Intensity as mc'asnred on the oscilloscope for (a) a detnning of
+ 15 mHz and (b) a dcdmiing of -15 mHz. The swcn^ping voltage of the
filter is shown (in rc'd) above the hltca-. The tnrning point of the sweep is
ajiproximately at Ops and the central wavelength of the hlter is decreasing
on the left and inerc'asing on the right. The asymmetry has clearly reversed
with the change of sign of the detiming. Created by S. Slejineva [G8].

5.3

Fourier Domain Mode-Locking Simulation

Sinmlations of the EDML regime were carried out by the same methods used
for the cpiasistatic' regime in Chapter 3. The sinmlations were rnn using a
longer cavity than the cpiasistatic simiilations but still much shorter than
the real laser. Parameter values for the EDML sinmlations are given in Tab.
5.1. EDML simnlations cpiahtatively reprochicc the experimental results. Eor
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])()sitive detuning, where the filter tniiing period is shorter than the round
trip time, frequency jumping occurs during the forward (short to long wave
length) sweep and chaos during the backward sweep. Eor negative detuning
the situation is reversed, as in the experiment. Intensity and instantaneous
frecineiicy of a negatively detuned EDML simulation are shown in Fig. 5.2.
Frecinency jumps are visible during the backward sweep and chaos during
the forward sweep.
Table 5.1: Parameter values for FDML simulations
Physical Parameter
Value
Model Parameter
Filter FWmi
10 GHz
Cavity Length
143 111
Cavity round trij) time
T
477 ns
Carrier relaxation rate
1 GHz
1
Frecineiicy Swcnqi Amplitude
5 GHz
r
Linear attennation factor
0.2
K
Liiic'widtli enhancenient factor
2.0
a
Lhisatnrated gain per ronndtrip
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Figure 5.2: Intensity (a) and instantaneous frequency (b) of sinmlated FDML
laser with negative detuning. The filter central frequency is shown in red.
Physical units are used in axes are based on lOGHz filter width.
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5.4
5.4.1

Similarity of Small Detuning to Quasistatic
Transformation of Variables

Ill the Fourier Domain Mode-Locked regime the filter swee])s periodically,
with its jieriod matching the round trip time of light in the cavity. To study
this regime we hrst make a change of variables similar to that in [44].
A{f) = a{f) exp i f A{T)(h

(5.1)

. Jo

a{t) is a new varialile which re])resents the electric held in a ‘reference frame’
which is moving with the Liter. This new frame is referred to as the ‘Liter
frame.’ The original frame, where A{f) is used, is called the Lab frame.’
Substituting the transformation (5.1) into equation (3.27) yields
(){f) + (i{f) =\/Lex])

1 - in

G{t - T) -

u(/-r).

(5.2)

wIk'ix'

U(0 = /

A{T)dT.

5.3)

t-r

In this frame the Liter remains at zero frequency and a{i) undergoes a fre(luency shift with each round tri]), with the size of the shift matching the
net dis])lacement of the Liter frecpiency in the lab frame over one roundtrij).
The frecinency shift is apjilied liy the time deiiendent phase term, U(0- The
ajiplied frecpiency shift is the rate of change of this j)hase,
U(f) = A(0-A(/-r).

(5.4)

First we consider the case where the Liter sweep period is j^erfectly syn
chronised to the round trip time. A(/) = A(t — T). ip(f) = 0 so ^(0 =
^
constant, and there is no frequency shift. The constant phase shift Uo would
change the frequencies of the longitudinal modes, cCn. but in the long laser
these are so closely spaced that it makes little difference. If we examine Liter
sweej) ])roLles with zero average frequency, in particular A(t) = Dcos (^f),
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then the system is identical to the A{t) = 0 case. The perfectly synchronised
])eriodie sweep therefore has the same solutions in the hlter frame as the
static ease does in the lab frame. If we transform these filter frame solutions
back into the lab frame then we see that they are in fact frequency swept
FDML solutions.
A(f) = To exp

iujnf + W A(r)r/r
Jo

(5.5)

with instantaneous frecpiency
~ At + ^ A(T}dr) =

+ A(t).

(5.G)

These 'FDML modes' remain a fixed distance from the filter central fre(inency. following tlu' hlter through its swee}), with constant intensity. Note
that this type of laser onti)nt would be ideal for swept source OCT. This
(Hinival('nc(' betwcH'ii single mode solutions for a static hlter and FDML solu
tions for a i)erfeetly synchronised swei)t hlter will allow ns to investigate the
stability of FDML by studying the static case.

5.4.2

Quasistatic Filter Tuning

In the (juasistatie regime the hlter is swe])t periodically, with a very long
])eriod. For exani])le,
A(t) = D sin(et).
(5-7)
e must be small enough that during a single cavity round trip, the hlter
frecinency changes only a very small amonnt. This can be seen more clearly
by transformation to the hlter frame. A static hlter gives a constant
in the hlter frame. The (juasistatic case should have -0(0
1- Equation
(5.4) thus gives ns the requirement that the hlter frequency changes little
over each cavity round trip. Substituting (5.7) into equation (5.3) gives
0(f) = — (— cos(6f) + cos(ef — cT))
e
^ DT sin(cf),
87
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assuming that fT is small eiioiigli that siii(6r) ^ eT and cos(eT) ^ 1. The
fre(}uency shift in the filter frame is thus given by
U(t)

5.4.3

eDTcos(ef).

(5.10)

Quasi - Fourier Domain Mode-Locked Filter Tun
ing

In the ciuasi-FDML regime the Liter sweep i)eriod is detuned from the round
trip time by a small aniomit;
A{t) = D sin (U/).

'5.11

where U = ^ + f with e <C U. In this ease
D
V’(0 = — (—(•os(flt) + eos(Ut — UT))
eDT

n

sin(fl/),

(5.12)
(5.13)

again assuming that rT <C 1. so that eos(UT) = eos(27r + eT) ~ 1 and
sm{iTT) = sin(27r + eT) ^ eT. This gives an exi)ression for the frequency
shift \'ery similar to the (juasistatic case,
U(0 ~ (DTcos(Uf).

(5.14)

In the Liter frame, both cases have a C\V solution drifting a small distance
away from the Liter with each round trip. The intensity and carrier density
move along the curves in Fig. 3.2 as the freciuency changes. When the mode
frequency is far enough from the Liter central frequency then the solution
encounters an instability. The solutions and the route by which they become
nnstable are the same in both cases. This explains the observed similarity
between quasistatic and FDML regimes and allows us to understand the
instabilities of the (luasi-FDML regime in terms of the instabilities previously
calculated for C\\^ solutions in the quasistatic case.

5.5. TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE

Comparison of equations (5.10) and (5.14) clarifies the reversal of the
sweep direction asymmetry for negative detuning. Changing the sign of 6 in
the EDML case changes the sign of U(0- Negative detuning thus causes the
frecpiency difference between the light and the filter to move in the opposite
direction to the quasistatic case.

5.5
5.5.1

Transition to Turbulence
Experiment

We now investigate more closely the dynamics close to the fre(|uency jnnii)s
observed in the forward sweej) of i)ositively detuned EDIML. This has been
achieved exi)erinientally by triggering the oscilloscope at the hlter sweep
freciiiency and measuring the laser ont})nt during a small part of the hlter
sweej), over many consecutive swee])s. This data can be assembled into a
two dimensional j)ictnre with time on the x-axis and hlter sweej) number, n,
on the y-axis. For j)ositively detuned EDML, the locations of the fre(jnency
jmiij)s remain hxed relative to the hlter sweej), so this method can be used
to caj)ture the evolution of the laser intensity and j)hase around the j)oint
where CW lasing becomes unstable. Fig. 5.3 shows such images.
This two dimensional rej)resentation suggests an analogy with sj)atiallv
extended systems modelled with Partial Dih'erential Ecjuations (PDE). Such
an analogy has already been made in Chaj)ter 2 by classifying instability lead
ing to mode-hoj)j)ing as Turing-tyj)e and the instability leading to chaos as
Modnlatioiial-Tvpe, which are terms used to classify instabilities of sj)atially
extended systems. The relationshij) between delayed and sj)atially extended
systems has been described j)reviously [28]. In this analogy the time in the
DDE model becomes a new sj)atial variable and the hlter sweej) mnnl)er is
analogous to a new time variable. The hlter frequency is then a function of
position and the detuning rej)resents a velocity which brings light from the
stable region into the unstable region.
Exj)eriments, conducted by S. Slej)neva, show that in the niode-hoj)j)ing
regime of the forward sweej) of j)ositively detuned EDML, CW regions at
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Figiiro 5.3: Laser intensity i)lotte(l against time and ronndtrip nninber. Ex])eriinental measiirements are on to}). with small detmiing on the left and
larger detmiing on the right. The lower plots show similar dynamies recre
ated in simnlation. Created by S. Slejineva [68].
different frecpiencies are separated by relatively brief chaotic transients. The
C\\’ regime eneonnters one of two kinds of observed instabilities, depending
on the detmiing. For large enongh detmiing, regions of chaos are formed
within a CW region, which move with the detuning and grow, eventually
joining together to form a large region of chaos. These dynamics can be seen
in Fig 5.3(b) as the growth of the green / yellow chaotic regions out of the
red CW’ region. The result of small detimiiig, shown in Fig. 5.3(a), is a sliarj)
boundary between the red CW' region and the green / yellow chaotic region
at a fixed point of the filter sweep. Fig. 5.4 gives multiple cross sections of
the data in Fig. 5.3 in order to more clearly show these dynamics.
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Figure 5.4: Laser intensity over time for a selection of five roniidtrips, show
ing the al)rnj)t onset of tnrbnlenee for small (letiming (left) and the forma
tion. growth, and merging of tnrbnlent regions for larger detnniiig (right).
Ex])erimental data is shown al)ove and simnlation l)elow.

5.5.2

Analogy to Fluid Turbulence

There is an analogy between these dynamics and the onset of tnrbnlenee
in hnid how. For exanij^le, laminar hnid how in a pipe can be in a regime
of linear stability bnt still become tnrbnlent due to hnite perturbations. A
small ])ertnrbation can form a tnrbnlent region, termed a 'pnh,’ which travels
and interacts with other puffs, leading to fully tnrbnlent how downstream[5].
Analogous behaviour has been observed in long cavity hbre lasers [75, 41].
In the case of lasers a transition from CW operation to complex oscillations
has been explained in terms of proliferation and clustering of solitons. The
narrow si)ectrnni CW operation of the laser and the broader spectrnm chaotic
oscillations are analogous to laminar and tnrbnlent hnid how resi)ectively,
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with solitoiis in lasers playing a similar role to turbulent pnffs in hnids.

5.5.3

Convective and Absolute Instability

The formation of a tnrbnlent region begins with a narrow dro}) in intensity
with vanishing intensity at a single point and an assoeiated phase shift of
TT radians, as shown in figure 5.5. In the analogy with PDEs this hole ean
be eompared with the Nozaki-Bekki hole solution to the eoni])lex GinzbnrgLandan equation [58. 10]. This is termed a regime of eonveetive instability,
where ])ertnrbations to the CW solution grow and move away, so that at
any one ])oint the ])ertnrbation grows and then disai)i)ears as it is eonveeted
away [40]. This reciiiires that the detmiing be large enongh that the tnrbnlent
regions move away fast enongh that their formation and broadening does not
hll the ('iitiix' mist able region. At small detmiing another tyjie of instability is
obsiaved where the entire unstable region is in a tnrbnlent regime. There is
an abrniit switch between laminar and tiirbiilent o])eration at a fixial jioint on
the Liter swee]). This is generally termed an absolute instability, in contrast
to the convi'ctive instaliility.

5.5.4

Simulation Method

In order to recreate these dynamics in simnlation we develoj^ed a novel sinmlation method. The dynamics that we are interested in take jilace over many
Liter sweejis. during a short interval of the Liter sweep. A large niimber
of consecutive round trips nmst be sinmlated in order to reproduce these
dynamics. The ainoimt of computation required to simulate one roundtrip
is directly proiiortional to the roundtrip time. Simulation of a full length
FDML laser is c-omiintationally intensive and is wasteful if we are only inter
ested in a small interval of each roundtrip. We would like to simnlate only
a short interval of each Liter sweep in order to examine the dynamics over
many consecutive round trips, without wasting computing time on parts of
the sweej) that we are not studying. In experiments, the dynamics we wish
to understand can be seen most clearly near the turning points of the Liter
sweep where the Liter is moving slowly. The experimental results show C\\^
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Figure 5.5: Zoom of early formation of a turbulent region showing intensity
and phase. The 'holes' shown here form and then broaden into turbulent
regions. These holes can droj) to z('ro intensity with an associated j)hase
shift of TT radians. Ex])erimeiital data is on the left and simnlation is on the
right.
light moving relative' to the Liter sweep profile due to the detuning, with
CW light entering the time window of interest from one end with each round
trij). With each filter sweej) the difference between the o])tieal frequency of
the CW light and the c'ciitral fre(in('iiey of the filter grows. At a certain
point on the Liter sweej). eorres])oiiding to a vertical line on Fig. 5.3, the
frecpiency diL’ereiiee Ix'tween the light and the Liter becomes large enough
that the dynamies of instability described above begin to unfold.
In order to simulate only the region in which this behaviour occurs we
assume the cavity to be arbitrarily long. We consider a Liter sweej) proLle
which begins at zero, increases in frequency for the anionnt of time we wish to
simnlate, and then later returns to zero and remains there for an arbitrarily
long time until the start of the next sweep period. We assume that the
system is initially seeded with CW light thronghont the cavity and that the
detuning brings some light from the zero Liter region into the increasing
Liter region with each roniidtrip. The iiiLiiite round trip time ensures that
the zero Liter region is long enough that the system will always have returned
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n Tp- + T

Ml)

Eigure 5.6: Plot of filter sweep profile, A(f), used in siiniilation, over two
eoiiseeutive filter sweeps. The model equations are solved analytieally in the
blue region using the assnin])tion that the held entering the left side due
to the detnning, 5, is always CW at eonstaiit frecpieiiey. The ecpiations are
integrated nnmerieally in the green region and the red region is ignored.
to CW operation after the simulated region before the next j)eriod begins.
We adai)t the delay model to ealenlate the propagation of a CW solution
from one jx'riod to the next in an inhnite eavity, and derive a dih’erential
ecination for the electric held in the region of interest for each round trij).
Lo't ns assume that the hlten sweep has ])eriod Tp ^ T so that A(t) =
A(f — Tp). \W wish to examine the same small section of the hlter sweep
over many eonseentive sweeps. Define the electric held and gain during the
nth sweej) to be
A,(0 = A(t + nTp),
(5.15)

:5.16)

Gni'l’) — G{f + nTy).

It follows that An{f — T) =
— 5) and
— T) =
— 6) where
8 = Tp — T is the detnning of the hlter period from the ronndtrip time.
Substituting these expressions into equations (3.27) and (3.28) gives
d,Ml) + A„{t) - lA (t) A„{t) =

{t - S),

= 1 [.% - G„(f) -
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(5.17)

(5.18)
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In order to examine only a small part of each filter sweep we want to
calculate A„(f) and Gn(t) for n = 1, 2,..., N and 0 < f < //, where tj is the
length of the interval to be simulated. Eor each n we need to know An{i))
and
and Gn-i(f) for —S<f<tj — S, assmning S is positive. Eor this
simnlation we assmne that the hlter is at zero frecinency for some long time
before f = 0. The hlter frequency then increases linearly in the region that
we simulate and then later returns to zero outside the interval of interest.
This hlter sweep ])rohle is given by
— oc<t<{)

A{t) = 0,
A(f) = (if.

i) <t < ft:

For n = 0 we take a solution to the model ecpiations of the form A{i) =
G{f) = Gi. substituting A — 0 into ecpiations (3.35) and (3.34). We
are assmning that T is very large and the free spectral range is very small so
we ignore the phase matching condition of ecpiation (3.36) and assmne that
any value of uj can be taken. In the region f < i) the solution takes the form
A„{t) =

Gn{t)

=

(5.19)

Gi

(5.20)

Substituting (5.19) and (5.20) along with A = 0 into (5.17) gives

R,

— exp
I+i

I — ZQ
■G] — iijd

R'■n-l

(5.21)

Beginning with n = 1 we can immerically integrate ecpiations (5.17) and
(5.18) for each round trip in turn, using (5.19) and (5.20) to hll in the
An-i {f — S) term in the region 0 < f < 6.

5.5.5

Simulation Results

Simnlation results with the jzaranieters shown in Tab. 5.2 qualitatively match
the experimental obseryations. In the stable region, sinmlations settle into an
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Tal)Ie 5.2: Paraineter values for infinite cavity FDML siiiinlations.
Physical Parameter
Filter FW’HM
Carrier relaxation rate
Linear attenuation factor
Linewidth enhancement factor
Unsatnrated gain per ronndtrip

Value
10 GHz
4.4 GHz
0.04
5.0
5.0

Model Parameter

Value

7

0.14
0.04
5.0
5.0

K
Q
9o

ecinilibrinin where the hlter gradnally moves away from the light frecineiicy as
t increases. At some i)oint the solution becomes unstable under sufficiently
large perturbation. There is a region of f where an a})])lied perturbation
will grow into a hok' whicli widens into a turbulent n'gion. If perturbations
ar(' snfhciently close together then the resulting turbulent regions will join
together. This behaviour matches the exi)erimeiital result.
riiere an' (juantitative differences between experiment and sinmlation
which can Ix' attributed to the sim})hcity of the model and to the fact that
th(' model i)aranieters are only rough ai)i)roxiniations to the real laser. In exl)erim('nt th(' turbulent regions initially arise from noise that is not modelled
in the siiiinlations. Instead, perturbations were applied at regular intervals,
which gives the siiiinlations nmch more regularity than the experimental re
sults. The iiertnrbations were apjilied to the values stored for use in the
delayed term of the next round trip, effectively applied between round trips.
The form of jiertnrbation used was to add a Gaussian bniii]) of the form
Pex])
electric held, where P is the size, fp
is the centre, and w controls the width of the bump. The values used in
sinmlation were P = 0.001 and w = 0.01.

5.6

Chirp as a Function of Detuning

FDklL with zero detuning has chirped FDklL mode solutions which follow
the hlter exactly. In the case of slightly detuned FDML, experiments have
revealed a regime similar to FDML modes with a chirp which does not quite
match the hlter sweej). Simnlations of the inhnite cavity have shown sonie96
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thing similar. The simulated region is seeded with light with no chirp. When
the detnning l)rings this light into the region where the filter is moving, it
acquires some chirp and partially follows the filter. After enough ronndtri])s
an equilibrinm is reached. In this equilibrium these profiles of intensity and
frecpieney remain the same from one roiindtrip to the next. To maintain this
equilibrium in spite of the detnning, the light must be frecpiency shifted with
each ronndtri]). There are two things which can cause phase shifts, which
could lead to a frequency shift: the SOA alpha factor and the filter. If the
hlter fre(iuency and the light frequency arc diverging over time (within each
round tri])) then these plnase shifts will also have a time dependence which
will result in a frecinency shift.
We can calculate these ])hase shifts as a function of Qj = cc —A, where lj is
th(' mode frecinency. and A is the hlter central frecinency, using the ecinations
derived for the static* hlter regime. This method assumes a solution which
over short time's has the form A{f) —
Physical rather than iionnahsed
units arc' being nsc'cl in this calculation. The freciucmcy rc'sponse of the hlter
in the DDE model is
r
(5.22)
fi^W =

r-

/

d'lie associatc'cl frc'ciiiency shift is
arctan

(pf{Af)

r

:5.23)

The impulse response function of the hlter in the time domain is
f(t)

(5.24)

=

If SI I remains approximately constant for the length of time it takes Fe"'' to
decay to very small values then the phase shift applied to the light at each
point in time can be well approximated by equation (5.23). The frequency
shift is then given by the rate of change of the phase shift with respect to
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time.

<^/(0

-r

(Kl

(5.25)

fit \P + fi2

For slowly varying 0/ the carrier density will remain in equilibrium and the
gain is given by
G(U;) = In

1

- 1ii(k).

(5.26)

Th(' ])hase shift due to the al])ha factor and the associated freciueney shift
are given by
-aG{i}f)/2
(IQj
~ F‘^ + Q'j

0a

0a (0

(5.27)
(5.28)

The total frecgieney shift is
= lp][i) + 4>a(t)
(Hi!

(5.29)

(v + ail;

(5..30)

df \ P +

Ill e(|uihbrinni this freciuency shift is equal to the amount of chirp over a time
df. the detnning between the roimdtrip time and the filter iieriod.
, diC
df —
df
duj

^ ~df

duj

dA\ I r + aUj

(5.31)

~^~~dt ) [ F2 + nj
F" + (CJ - A)"

1 + Sf

F + a{uj — A)

dA
~df

(5.32)

An e(inilibrium frequency profile given by this equation is j^lotted in yellow
in Fig. 5.8 (a).
Letting 0/ = 0 gives an approximation of tlie behaviour close to the
centre of the filter. This is reasonable since modes are onlv stable within a
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region of frequency dose to the centre of the hlter. In nio(le-hoj)j)ing regimes
the frecgiency jumps ahead of the filter with each hoj) so that the Qj = 0
])oint is encountered by each mode. At this ])oint we have
diC

= 3

'df
where
/3

dA
df

(5.33)

I
=

:5.34)

FA'f + 1

All eiiiiilibrium freciuency prohle given liy this ecination is ])lotted in red
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Figure 5.7: Linear apiiroxiniation of 3
inahsed detnning. TSf.

.

i)lotted against the nor-

in Fig. (5.8) and 3 i« plotted against detnning in hgiire (5.7). We can see
at a glance that this produces sensible results for jiositive detnning. The
frequency of the solution follows the hlter exactly for zero detuning and the
frequency is near c'onstant for large detnning. The freciuency also becomes
constant for large negative detuning. This equation also predicts that ^ has
the op])osite sign to ^ for negative detnning which does occur in sinmlation,
as seen in Fig. 5.2 (b). In Fig. 5.8 the freciiiency calculated using an
apiiroxiniation of small U/ follows the siimilated freciuency closely for small
f. As i}f becomes larger this approximated freciuency shift is larger than the
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Figure 5.8: Frequency (a) and intensity (b) versus time from an infinite cavity
FDML simnlation. Light frecineney is in })lne in (a). Simple prediction of
light frecineney by exp (5.33) is in rexl. Prexlietion inelndiiig alpha factor by
eep (5.32) is the black dashed line which follows the bine very closely.
simnlatexl one, but the full calculation i)rexli(‘ts the simulated freeineiicy veay
well. A (inaiititative match with e'xixa'imemt is not feasible with this sim])le
model and roughly e'stimatexl parameteas.

5.7

Large Detuning

Figure 5.9: (a) Simulated FDML with large detuning during the forward
sweej). (1)) Simulated long cavity swept source laser with the sweep rate set
so that the net hlter motion per cavity round trip matches the FDML in (a).
If the FDML regime is really eeinivaleiit to the einasistatic regime then
100
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we should expect increasing the detniiing beyond what can he called qnasiEDML to have eh'ects similar to increasing the sweej) rate beyond the cpiasistatic regime in a long cavity laser. Simulations shown in Eig. 5.9 demon
strate that the FDML regime transitions to a pulsed regime at large enough
detnning and that the (piasistatie regime transitions to a i)nlsed regime as the
sweej) rate is increased. There is a similarity in the shapes of the pulses seen
in the faster-than-qnasistatic long laser, in the short cavity laser in chapter
4. and in the highly detuned EDML laser.
In the case of a slow hlter in a long cavity the frecjnency changes very
little between one ])nise and the next. The jnilsed oj)eration of the short
cavity laser, which is used in OCT. is a similar regime but with a iimch
fasten’ freepKnicy sweej). Tlu' fasten’ swe'ej) is j)e)ssible' elne' te) the mne’h shorter
e-avity. siiie’c the net ehsj)lae’ennent e)f the hlter e)ven’ e)ne e-avity re)nneltrij) is
the' limiting faete)r. anel is j)re)j)e)rtie)nal te) swe'ej) rale anel e avity length. The
she)rt e’avity sinmlatie)ns j)re)ehie’e' one j)nlse j)er re)nneltrij), in e’e)ntrast with
the hnnelreels j)re)elne’e'el by the le)ng e-avity. This make's the she)rt e’avity j)nlse's
nine’ll inene re'gnlar. siiie’e' e-einse'e-ntive' jinlses are the same e)j)tie’al wavefeirm.
meielnlate'el by eine trij) thremgh the laser e’avity. In the case e)f highly eletnne'el
FDML. the freejnene’y e)f the jmlse's fblleiws the fast FDML freejnenie’y swe'ej).
The FDML j)nlse's anel the faster-than-ejiiasistatie’ j)nlse's are relateel in the
same way as the C\\ se)hitie)ns e)f the static hlter regime anel the freejnene’y
swej)t C\\’ solntie)!! e)f the zere) eletnning FDML re'gime.

5.8

Fourier Domain Mode-Locking Conclu
sion

The (’onne'ction betwe'cn the FDML and qnasistatic regimes has been es
tablished and the FDML swe'ej) elirex’tion asynnne'try has been exj)laineel in
the'se terms. Simnlatie)ns base'el e)n the DDE inoelel qualitatively match exj)eriniental results. Dynamie’s whie’h are anale)gons te) turbulence in hniels
have been e)bserveel in EDML lasers. be)th in exj)eriment anel sinmlation. A
ne)ve'l methoel of integrating a DDE inoelel in the case e)f arbitrarily lemg ele-
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lay was develo])ed in order to run these simulations. The siniiilation results
j)rovide only a rough approximation to the experiment due to the simplicity
of the model.
Modelling of the noise could be an avenue of further research. Dispersion
in the long fil)re cavity is also notably al)sent from the model, where the
only disi)ersive element is the hlter. The same simulation methods employed
here could be applied to a recent extension of the DDE model to inclnde
disi)ersion [77, 60]. Another extension of this work could be to formalise the
analogy to s])atially extended systems by deriving a system of PDEs from the
DDE model. This could potentially be achieved using a method of niulti])le
time scales, turning the time in the delay model in to a new fast time variable
and turning the round trij) nnniber into a new eontinuous slow time variable
in a PDE model.
Th(' fixHiueney ehir]) in EDML and (jnasi-FDML oi)eration has been in
vestigated using the DDE model. Calculations of the chirp based on simi)le
assuni])tions about the j^hase shifts from the hlter and the SOA mateh very
well with simnlations. Quantitative mateh with experiment is not feasible
with this simple model. In i)artieular the model does not include the eh'eet
of the Dopj)ler shift from the moving facets of the Eabry-Perot tunable hl
ter. This Doppler shift could signiheantly effect the time de])endence of the
laser freciuency. With accurate parameters and the inclusion of the Doi)])ler
shift, this method could be used to calculate how closely the (fiirp follows
the hlter as a function of detuning and hence how many mode jumps are
re({uired. As a consecpience, a limit could be placed on the inaximum de
tuning (or chromatic dispersion) which can be tolerated before mode hops
must occur. Finally, the link between slow hlter tuning and quasi-FDML is
further conhrnied by the formation of i)ulses as hlter speed or detuning are
increased.
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Conclusion
()l)tical Coherence T()inogra])hv is an iin])oitant and growing medical imaging
technology. Swe})t Source OCT is a major part of that. Improvements in SSOCT imaging (inality dei)end on advances in swe})t source laser teelmology.
Short cavity swe])t sources are enrrently a widely used technology and Fonrier
Domain IMode-Loeke'd lasers show nincli promise as high ])erformance light
sources in the near fntnre. Vertical cavity surface emitting swei)t sonree
lasc'is also show great i)roniise in terms of sweep rate and coherenc'e hut are
enrrently suhering from the i)roblenis of low output })ower and a complex
mannfaetnring process which makes production at large scale ehallenging.
FDML lasers on the other hand are built from mature semieonduetor o})tieal
anii)hh(T and hbre o})tie technologies, with sweej) speed limited primarily by
the s])eed of tunable o])tieal filters.
The dynamics of short cavity and FDML lasers are of central im])ortanee
to understanding the limits of their performance, in terms of sweep rate,
ont})nt power, and linewidth. Instantaneous linewidth of swei)t sonree lasers
is generally much larger than can be explained by the effects of spontaneons
emission. Deterministic laser dynamics play a dominant role in determining
the linewidth. In this thesis we have used a simple model to investigate these
dynamics in two very different regimes, short cavity and FDML. The ability
of such a simple model to explain so much of the laser dynamics in such
different laser configurations allows us to give simple explanations for some
very general dynamical features of lasers of this type.
In the case of the short cavity swept source laser, the model provides only
a very rough approximation. A system of equations based on a ring cavity
is used to model a Fabry-Perot cavity laser and the cavity is shortened to
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give the same ])ulse period. Nevertheless, the agreement between experi
ment and theory is very good. The basic dynamics are reproduced. There
are mode ho})S at slow filter swee}) rates in both directions. As the sweep
rate is increased there is a transition to regular pulses in the forward sweep
direction and irregular pulses in the backward sweep direction. Sinmlation
(pialitatively matches experimental results in all these aspects. Quantita
tive rejn-odnction of ex])eriniental measurements is not to be ex])ected given
the sini])hcity of the model. The simplicity of the model allows for intuitive
ex])lanation of the dynamics. The success of the model gives us confidence
that the model includes the necessary elements to allow ns to make some
reasonable i)redictions about similar lasers with different ])aranieters. These
predictions are the linear relationships between hlter width and iiiaxiinmn
swee]) rate and between filter width and linewidth at a given output power.
The results i)resented here constitute a step forward in the nnderstanding
of FDML lasers. In ])articular, experiments have shown that detnned FDML
lasers exhibit mode either mode hopping or chaotic dynamics de})ending on
the hler sweep direx-tion and on the sign of the detuning. This sweep direc
tion asymmetry was not previously understood. Previous models based on
the non-linear Schrddinger ecpiatioii did not allow for analytical investigation
into solution stability and were computationally intensive to simulate. Linear
stability analysis of the delay differential equation model has revealed two
tyi)es of instability which a single mode solution can encounter, depending on
the hlter sweejj direction. These instabilities are interpreted by analogy with
instabilities of s])atially extended systems. The forward wavelength sweep
results in a Turing-type instability which is associated in sinmlations with a
jimq) to another single mode solution at a different frequency. The backward
swee}3 results in a modnlational-type instability which is associated with a
transition to chaos. The DDE model also implies an equivalence between a
static hlter and perfectly synchronised FDklL, and also similarity between
(inasistatic hlter tuning and detuned FDML. This similarity, combined with
the stability analysis in the static hlter case, gives us the tools to under
stand the experimentally observed FDML sweep direction asynnnetry. This
asymmetry, and its reversal depending on the sign of the detuning, has been
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exi)lained in terms of the net filter motion per ronndtrip and the eqnivalenee
with the qnasistatic case. The dependence of refractive index on carrier den
sity in the SOA has been established as the physical origin of the asymmetry.
Turbulence remains a j)oorly understood phenonienon. which occurs in
nmnerous physical systems. In the past, electrical circuits provided a test
bed for creating physical manifestations of interesting ])henomena of applied
mathematics, such as the Van der Pol oscillator, which can exhibit chaos
in both experiment and in simnlation of the sini])le model that descril)es it.
More recently, lasers have [)layed a similar role. Lasers share the advantages
of electrical circuits, these being the fast pace at which dynamics nnfold,
the com])actness of the ap])aratus, the relative ease of measurement, and the
tend('ncw of some systems to be well described l)y sinij)le models. Lasers have
recently been shown to exhibit the dynamics of turbulence. This thesis con
tains some small exj)loration of FDML lasers as a non-fluid physical system
in which turbulence occurs. The onset of turbulence in this occurs through
clustering of small turbulent regions, which develop from structures similar
to th(' Nozaki-Bekki hole solution to the complex Ginzburg-Landau ecpiation.
The model is limited in this sco})e. In particular, the only source of chromatic
dis])ersion in the model, which is critical for the dynamics of solitons, is the
filter and dispersion in the long optical fibre is neglected. Also, the analogy
with fluid turbulence dei)ends on the analogy between the delay model with
large delay and a spatially extended ])artial differential ecpiation model. The
derivation of an equivalent system of PDEs is a ])otential avenue of future
ix'search in this area.
In s})ite of its simplicity, the DDE model used here has been remark
ably useful in exi)laining the dynamics of a wide range of swept source laser
dynamics. The model has been effective in both long and short cavity confignrations over a wide range of filter tuning speeds, which allows us to un
derstand some general features of this type of laser. Sufficiently slow filter
tuning in the forward (short to long wavelength) direction always results in
mode ho])])ing. Eilter tuning in the other direction results in a transition
to chaos if the cavity is long enough. The chaotic solution does not appear
if the cavity is too short and mode hopping is seen in both sweep direc105
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tions. Faster sweep rates in the forward direction result in the appearance
of pulses, which can be explained by the necessity of a frequency shift to
ininimise losses from the moving filter. In the short cavity laser the cavity
length plays a role in regularising the pulses. In the long cavity the pulses
are irregular. Conq^lex oscillations are present during the backward sweep of
both the long and short cavities. Interestingly, these dynamics are repeated
for (inasi-FDlML with niode-ho])i)ing and chaos for small detuning and pulses
for large detnning, which further confirms the link between qnasistatic and
(inasi-FDlML dynamics.
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Appendix A
CH—h Code for Infinite Cavity
Simulation
^include

<iostream>

^include

<cstdl%b>

#znclude

<queue>

^include

<fstream>

^include

<math.h>

^include

<ctime>

^define _ USE_MATH_DEFINES
^define WRITESOL solout<<((trip-tripout)*tmax+t)/gam<<'
^

'«xl[2j<<'

'<<

(xl [0]*xl [0] +xl [1 ] *xl [1]) <<endl; stepcount=0;
^define MATRIXWRITE solout« (xl [0] *xl [0]+xl [1] *xl [1] ) «
^

step count=0;

^define WRITECHECK
(trip>=trzpout)&( (s tep count >skzp )&( j>stepout) )

using namespace std;
typedef double solution[3] ;
// Ezlter full width half maximum in GHz

double FWHM=9.;
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//filter width parameter Gamma
double gain=M_PI*FWHM;

// tmax= length of simulation per round trip in ns,
//times Gamma to convert to dimensionless units
double tmax=140*gcLin;

// Integration time step in ns
double step_ns=0.001;

// Detuning in ns (T_R - T_F)
double detune_ns=0.001;

// Initial solution frequency (dimensionless)
double omega_l=0.0;

// Initial filter frequency (dimensionless)
double omega_f=0.075;

// Total number of roundtrips to simulate
int maxtrip=3000;

// time to wait before writing to file during each trip
int stepout=floor(0/step_ns);

// number of trips to wait before writing to file
int tripout=2500;

// trips between applied perturbations
int perturb_trip=80;

//perturbation parameters
double bumpcentre=5*gain;
double bumpwidth=0.01*gain;
double bumpheight=0.000;

// time steps skipped between writing to file
int skip=5;
double alg=5.;

// alpha factor

double gaing=4 ./gam;

// gain relaxation rate, gamma

double kappa=0.04;

// losses, kappa

double g0=5.;

// unsaturated gain

// filter sweep rate (dimensionless),
double sweeprate=0.005*2*M_PI/gain/gajii;

no

input number in GHz/ns

// total time steps per roundtrip
int nsteps=f loor (tmax/step_ns/gain);
// integration time step (dimensionless)
double step=tmax/nsteps;
// Detuning as number of integration steps
int detune=f loor (detune_ns*gcLin/step) ;
// Number of steps to be stored as history for delayed term.
const int npast=nsteps-detune;
// zmtial solution freq - filter freq (dimensionless)
double omega=omega_l-omega_f;
// Initial solution amplitude
double R=sqrt(kappa*(gO+log(kappa/(1.+omega*omega)))
/(1.-kappa+omega*omega));
// Initial solutzon gazn
double G0=log((l+omega*omega)/kappa);

queue<double> historyl; // Real part of field
queue<double> history2; // Imagznary part of field
queue<double> historyS; // Gazn
ofstream solout;

//Intensity out

ofstream realout;
ofstream imagout;
ofstream gainout;

//filter frequency as function of time
double filter(double t)

{
double fil;
fil=omega_f+sweeprate*t;
return fil;

}
double bump(double t) // perturbation

{
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return bumpheight*exp(-pow((t-bumpcentre),2)/(2*bumpwidth));

}
//calculate rates of change
int slope(solution &x, solution &s, solution &past, double t)

{
double om;
om=fliter(t);
s[0] =-x[0] -om*x[1]+sqrt(kappa)*exp(past [2]/2.0)*

(past[0]*cos(alg*past[2]/2.0)+past[1]*sin(alg*past[2]/2.0));
s [1]=om*x [0]-X [1]+sqrt(kappa)*exp(past[2]/2.0)*

(past[1]*cos(alg*past[2] /2.0)-past[0] *sin(alg*past[2]/2.0));
s [2] =gaing*(g0-x [2] -(exp(x [2] )-l) * (x [0] *x [0] +x [1] *x [1])) ;
return 0;

}
// 2nd order Runge-Kutta integration step
int rk2(solution &xl, solution &x2, solution fepastl,
solution &past2, double t)

{
solution kl, k2, xi;
int j;

// calculate kl
slope(xl,kl,pastl,t);

// first estimate
for(j=0; j<3; j++)xi [j]=xl [j]+kl [j] *step;

// calculate k2
slope(xi,k2,past2,t+step);

// final integration step
for(j=0; j<3; j++)x2 [j]=xl [j]+step*(kl [j]+k2 [j] )/2;
return 0;

}
// Initial solution as function of time and roundtrip number
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int initsys(solution &xl, int trip, double t)

{
xl[0] =R*cos(omega_l*(t-trip*detune*step)
+trip*(-alg*G0/2.0+atan(-omega)));
xl[1] =R*sin(omega_l*(t-trip*detune*step)
+trip*(-alg*G0/2.0+atan(-omega)));
xl[2]=G0;
return 0;

}
int mainO

{
int i,j,k,trip,stepcount;
int next_perturb_trip=perturb_trip;
double t;
if(detune==0)

{
cout<<"detuning less than step size";
detune=l;

solution xl, x2, pastl,past2,past;
solout.open("C:/Users/Ben/FDML_data/soltest.txt");
solout.precision(6);
realout.open("C:/Users/Ben/FDML_data/realout.txt");
realout.precision(6);
imagout.openC'C:/Users/Ben/FDML_data/imagout.txt");
imagout.precision(6);
gainout.open("C:/Users/Ben/FDML_data/gainout.txt");
gainout.precision(6);

//Initial history from roundtrip number 0
for(i=0;i<=npast;i++)

{
initsys(past,0,(i+l)*step);
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historyl.pushCpast[0]);
history2.pushCpast[1]);
historyS.pushCpast[2]);

}
// Loop over required number of roundtrips
for(trip=l;trip<=maxtrip;trip++)

{
t=0;
stepcount=0;
initsysCxl,trip,0.); //Set initial values
// Write to file. See definitions at the top of this
^

file.

if(WRITECHECK){MATRIXWRITE}
// rk2 integration requires 2 delayed values for each
^

step.

To step from A(t) to A(t-^h) we need

^

pastl=A(t-T) and past2=A (t+h-T).

^

is set here before the first step. past2 is set

^

before each step and then we set past2 = pastl

^

after each step

The first, pastl,

// After each step, current values are written to
^

history queue

initsys(pastl,(trip-1),(-detune)*step);
//Steps where delayed term comes from t<0,
//i.e. from analytic solution given by initsys
for(j=0;j<detune;j++)

{
// set past2
initsys(past2,(trip-1),(j+l-detune)*step);
rk2(xl,x2,pastl,past2,t);

// integration step

t=t+step;

// update time

for(k=0;k<3;k++)xl[k]=x2[k];// update solution
if(WRITECHECK){MATRIXWRITE} // write to file
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historyl.pushCxl[0]);

// add to history

queue
history2.push(xl[1]);
history3.push(xl[2]);
// set pastl for next step
for(k=0;k<3;k++)pastl[k]=past2[k] ;
stepcount++;

}
//Here is a single integration step where the first
//delayed term comes from analytic solution and the
//second comes from history queue
past2 [0]=historyl.front 0 ;

// read from history queue

past2[1]=history2.front();
past2[2]=history3.front();
// remove item which was read from queue
historyl .popO ;
history2 .popO ;
history3.pop();
rk2(xl,x2,pastl,past2,t);
t=t+step;
for(k=0;k<3;k++)xl[k]=x2[k] ;
if(WRITECHECK){MATRIXWRITE}
historyl.push(xl[0]);
history2.pushCxl [1]);
history3.pushCxl [2]);
for(k=0;k<3;k++)past1 [k]=past2[k];
stepcount++;
// Ordinary steps where delayed values are read from

// and written to history queue
for(j=0;j<(npast-detune);j++)

{
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past2[0]=historyl.frent();
past2[1]=history2.front 0;
past2[2]=history3.frent 0;
historyl .popO ;
history2.pop();
historyS.popO ;
rk2(xl,x2,pastl,past2,t);
t=t+step;
for(k=0;k<3;k++)xl[k]=x2[k] ;
if(WRITECHECK){MATRIXWRITE}
if((trip==next_perturb_trip))//apply perturbation

{
xl [0]=xl[0]+bump(t);

}
historyl.pushCxl[0]);
history2.pushCxl[1]);
history3.pushCxl[2]);
for(k=0;k<3;k++)past1[k]=past2[k];
stepcount++;

}
// Steps which will not be needed for
// delayed term next roundtrip
for(j=0;j<detune;j++)

{
past2[0]=historyl.front();
past2[1]=history2.front();
past2[2]=history3.front();

historyl .popO ;
history2.popO ;
history3.popO ;

rk2(xl,x2,pastl,past2,t);
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t=t+step;
for(k=0;k<3;k++)xl[k]=x2[k] ;
if(WRITECHECK){MATRIXWRITE}
for(k=0;k<3;k++)past1[k]=past2[k] ;
stepcount++;

}
if(trip>=tripout)

{
solout<<endl;
realout<<endl;
iinagout<<endl;
gainout<<endl;

}
if((trip==next_perturb_trip))

{
next_perturb_trip=next_perturb_trip+perturb_trip;

}
}
solout.close 0;
return 0;
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Appendix B
Fortran Code for Fourier
Domain Mode-Locking
Simulation
Fortran code for numerical
DDE model

integration of

for FDML.

To be compiled along with RADAR5 . f ,
which can be

found at

http : / /www.unige.ch/~hairer/software.html
implicit

real*8

(A-H,0 -Z)

INTEGER ,

PARAMETER

DP = kind (1.DO)

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

ND=3

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

NRDENS=3

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

NGRID = 11

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

MXST=10000000

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

LW0RK=30

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

LIW0RK=30

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

NPAR=6

REAL

(kind = DP'',

dimens ion (3)

REAL

(kind=DP),

dimens ion(12)

: :

GRID

REAL

(kind=DP),

dimens ion(30)

: :

WORK

INTEGER,

dimension (30)

INTEGER,

dimension(4)

REAL

(kind=DP),

::
;:

Y

IWORK
IPAST

dimens ion (7)
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: :

: :

RPAR

INTEGER, dimension(22)
:: ISTAT
COMMON/XE/XE,XEl,DEP
COMMON/lAP/IAP,1ST,NG,NDIR
COMMON/RIS/RIS,RISS ,Y2S , YIS , XS
EXTERNAL FCN,PHI,ARGLAG,JFCN,JACLAG,SOLOUT
OPEN(10,FILE='points.txt ' )
REWIND 10
call cpu_time(time1)
PI=3.141592653589793dO
FWHM=10
Ifilter width
gamma_fi1=PI*FWHM
!Gamma parameter
!carrier gamma
gam=1./gamma_fil
T = 500.* gamma_fil
!roundt rip time
Ifilter sweep pei'iod
TF = T + 0.5* gamma.fil
!sweep amplitude
R=1 .
!gain parameter
G0=6.dO
I loss
rk =0.2 dO
al=2.dO
!alpha factor
RPAR(1)=R
RPAR(2)=T
RPAR(3)=G0
RPAR(4)=gam
RPAR(5)=rk
RPAR(6)=al
RPAR(7)=TF
N = ND
IJAC=0
MLJAC=N
IMAS=0
MLMAS=N
I0UT=1
IT0L=0
RT0L=10.d-7
AT0L=1.dO*RTOL
H=10.d-7
NLAGS=3
NJACL=9
Y(1)=PHI(1,0.,RPAR,IPAR)
Y(2)=PHI(2,0.,RPAR,IPAR)
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Y(3)=PHI(3,0. ,RPAR,IPAR)
IST = 0
X=0
XE1=0
XEND=500*T

!total

integration time

XE1=XEND-3*T!time to start

writing to file

XE=XEND
IT0L=0
RT0L=1.d-5
AT0L=1.d0*RT0L
H=1.d-4
DO

10 k = l , 20

IWORK(k)=0
10

W0RK(k)=0
DO 20 k=l,NGRID
GRID(k)=k*RPAR(1)

20

CONTINUE
WORK(7)=1. dO
IWORK(12)-MXST
IWORK(15)=NRDENS
IWORK(13)=NGRID
IWORK(7)=5.d-2
REWIND

11

PRINT *,X,XEND
callRADAR5(N,FCN,PHI,ARGLAG,X,Y,XEND,H,RTOL,ATOL,ITOL
&

, JFCN , I JAG ,MLJAG,MUJAG ,JACLAG ,NLAGS ,NJACL ,IMAS ,SOLOUT

&

,IOUT,WORK ,IWORK ,RPAR,IPAR,IDID , GRID , IPAST ,DUMMY

&

,MLMAS,MUMAS)
WRITE(6,*)X,(Y(k) ,k = l ,3)
DO 30 k-14,20
ISTAT(k)=IWORK(k)

30

CONTINUE
WRITE(6,*)RPAR( lAP)
WRITE(6,*)'

+♦*♦**♦♦ TOL=,

RTOL=*****+*'

WRITE(6 ,90) (ISTAT(k) ,k = 14 ,20)
90

FORMAT('
&

'

fcn=',I7,'

accpt=',I6,'

call

jac-',I6,'

rejct=',I6,'

cpu_timeCtime2)

WRITE(6,*)time2-timel
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step=',I6,

dec=',I6,

'

sol=',I7)

STOP
END
SOLGUT is called at every integration step
and is used to write to file
subroutine SOLOUT(NR,XOLD,X,HSOL,Y,CONT,LRC,N , RPAR
,IPAR,IRTRN)
implicit real*8
INTEGER,

(A-H,0-Z)

PARAMETER

::

DP=kind(1.DO)

REAL

(kind=DP),

PARAMETER

::

REAL

(kind=DP),

diraension(3)

REAL

(kind=DP),

diraension(LRC)

REAL

(kind=DP),

dimension(7)

XSTEP=0.01D0
::

Y
::

::

CONT

RPAR

COMMON/INTERN/XOUT
COMMON/XE/XE,XEl , DEP , I COUNT
COMMON/lAP/IAP,1ST,NG,NDIR
COMMON/RIS/RIS , RISS ,Y2S,YIS,XS
R = RPAR (1)
T = RPAR (2)
GO = RPAR (3)
gam = RPAR (4)
rk = RPAR (5)
al = RPAR (6)
TF=RPAR(7)
PI=3.141592653589793dO
RI=Y (1) +*2 +Y(2) **2
99

FORMAT(4(2X,2e25 . 15) )
IF(X.LT.XEl) GO TO 30
WRITE(10,99) (X-XS)/PI/10,Y(l) ,Y(2) ,R*DSIN(X*2*PI/TF)

30

Continue
RETURN
END
ARGLAG returns the delayed time t-T
FUNCTION ARGLAG(IL,X,Y,RPAR,IPAR)
implicit real*8
INTEGER,
REAL

(A-H,0-Z)

PARAMETER

::

DP=kind(1.DO)

(kind=DP),

dimension(3)

::

Y

REAL (kind=DP),

dimension(7)

::

RPAR
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ARGLAG=X-RPAR(2)
RETURN
END
ECN returns rates of

change of Y(i)

as F(i)

subroutine ECN(N,X,Y,F,ARGLAG , PHI ,RPAR,IPAR , PAST ,
IPAST,NRDS)
implicit real+8
INTEGER,

(A-H,0-Z)

PARAMETER

::

DP=kind(1.DO)

REAL

(kind = DP),

dimensionO)

REAL

(kind=DP) ,

dimensionO)

: :

YT

REAL

(kind = DP),

dimensionO)

::

F

REAL

(kind=DP),

dimension(4)

::

PAST

INTEGER,
REAL

dimension(4)

(kind=DP),

Y

IPAST

dimension(7)

::

RPAR

EXTERNAL PHI,ARGLAG
PI=3.141592653589793dO
R=RPAR (1)
T = RPAR (2)
G0=RPAR(3)
gam = RPAR (4)
rk = RPAR (5)
al = RPAR (6)
TF = RPAR (7)
om=R*DSIN(X*2+PI/TE)
aa = 2
RI=Y(1)**2+Y(2)**2
CALL LAGR5(1,X,Y,ARGLAG ,PAST,ALPHA 1 , IPOSl ,RPAR,IPAR
,PHI,IPAST,NRDS)
YT(1)=YLAGR5 (1 ,ALPHA 1 , IPOSl , PHI ,RPAR,IPAR
, PAST , IPAST , NRDS )
YT (2) =YLAGR5(2,ALPHA 1 ,IPOSl ,PHI ,RPAR,IPAR
,PAST,IPAST,NRDS)
YT(3)=YLAGR5(3,ALPHA 1 ,IPOSl , PHI ,RPAR,IPAR
,PAST,IPAST,NRDS)
Compilex$5=YT (3)
Compilex$8=Compilex$5/2.dO
Compilex$9=dexp(Compilex$8)
Compilex$6=(al*Compilex$5)/2.dO
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Compilex$10=dsqrt(rk)
Compilex$l=Y (1)
Compilex$3=Y (2)
Compilex$13=dsin(Compilex$6)
Compilex$ll=YT (1)
Compilex$7=dcos(Compilex$6)
Compilex$14 = YT (2)
Compilex$23=Y (3)
Compilex$24=dexp(Compilex$23)-1.dO
F (1) = -Compilex$l - om*Compilex$3+Coinpilex$10*
Compilex$13*Compilex$14*Compilex$9+Compilex$10
*Compilex$ll*Compilex$7 *Compilex$9
F(2)=om*Compilex$l-Compilex$3-Compilex$10*
Compilex$ll*Compilex$13*Compilex$9+Compilex$10
+Compilex$14*Compilex$7*Compilex$9
F(3)=G0*gam-gam*Compilex$23-gam*RI*Compilex$24
RETURN
END
JFCN

is

optional

Jacobian.

Only here as dummy
In this

case

subroutine

function.

calculated numerically by RADAR5

JFCN (N ,X , Y , DFY , LDFY , ARGLAG , PHI , RPAR
, IPAR , PAST , IP AST , NRDS)

implicit

realms

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

REAL

(A-H,0-Z)
::

DP=kind(1.DO)

(kind=DP), dimension(3)

:: Y

REAL

(kind = DP),

dimension (100)

REAL

(kind=DP),

diraension(LDFY,N)

REAL

(kind=DP), diraension(4)

INTEGER,
REAL

dimension (4)

::

om=RPAR(1)
T = RPAR (2)
G0 = RPAR (3)
gam = RPAR (4)
rk=RPAR(5)
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YT
::

:: PAST

IPAST

(kind=DP), dimension(7)

EXTERNAL PHI

::

:: RPAR

DFY

instead

al=RPAR(6)
RI=Y(1)**2+Y(2)**2
RETURN
END

Jacobian w.r.t delayed time.
subroutine

Another dummy

function

JACLAG(N,X,Y,DFYL,ARGLAG , PHI ,IVE,IVC,IVL
,RPAR , IPAR , PAST , IPAST , NRDS)

implicit

realms

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

REAL
REAL

(A-H,0-Z)
;;

DP = kind(1. DO )

(kind = DP) , dimension(N)
(kind = DP) ,

: : Y

dimension(100)

: :

YT

REAL

(kind=DP), dimension(l)

:; DFYL

REAL

(kind=DP), dimension(4)

;: PAST

INTEGER,
REAL

dimension(4)

(kind = DP'' ,

INTEGER,

;;

IPAST

diraension(7)

dimension(l)

RPAR

IVE,IVC , IVL

EXTERNAL PHI
om=RPAR(1)
T=RPAR(2)
G0=RPAR(3)
gam=RPAR(4)
rk=RPAR(5)
al=RPAR(6)
RI=Y(1)**2+Y(2)**2
RETURN
END
PHI gives

the

initial history

FUNCTION PHI(I,X,RPAR,IPAR)
implicit

real*8

INTEGER,

PARAMETER

REAL

(kind = DP) ,

(A-H,0-Z)
::

DP=kind(1.DO)

dimension(7)

R=RPAR(1)
T=RPAR(2)
G0=RPAR(3)
gam=RPAR(4)
rk=RPAR(5)
al=RPAR(6)
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: :

RPAR

21
22

TF=RPAR(7)
rgO=DLOG(1/rk)
RA=DSQRT((GO-rgO)/(DEXP(rgO)-1))
IF(X.LT.T/2.) GO TO 21
R0M=-R/4.
GO TO 22
ROM=R/4.
SELECT CASE (I)
CASE (1)
PHI=RA*DCOS(ROM*X)
CASE(2)
PHI=RA*DSIN(ROM*X)
CASE(3)
PHI=rgO
END SELECT
RETURN
END
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